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THE INTERNMENT OF ENEMY ALIENS
IN INDIANA DURING THE FIRST WORLD WAR
Clark Kimeall
As America entered the war, officials of the Justice Department reviewed the status of German aliens living in the United
States. They concluded that some enemy sympathizers might
be disposed to interfere with war activities. On April 6, 1917,
drawing on authority granted him by a 1798 internment statute,
President Woodrow Wilson issued a proclamation which defined
the conduct expected of male German aliens over fourteen years
of age. Wilson directed Attorney-General Thomas Gregory to
enforce the proclamation by summarily arresting aliens violating,
or giving reason for officials to believe they were about to violate, any regulations or laws, or who posed a "danger to the
public peace."1 Gregory made one effort to clarify the unclear
meaning of "danger to the public peace." He singled out aliens
who tore down, mutilated, abused, desecrated, or insulted in any
way the United States flag, or who displayed an enemy flag or
insignia.2 On December 11, 1917, Wilson issued a similiar proclamation to control the activities of aliens from Austria and
Hungary.3 In April, 1918, Congress extended the alien laws to
include women.4
The Justice Department defended internment as a means of
securing the nation against its internal enemies. Gregory argued
that internment, confinement in a detention camp for the duration
of the war, allowed the government to remove dangerous persons
from positions where they could damage the American war effort.5 Gregory's special assistant for war work, John Lord
O'Brian, asserted that the internment statute was "the most use^Annual Report oj the Attorney-General, 1918, pp. 679-80.
^Directive to United States Marshals and Attorney, 16 Apr. 1917,
Annual Report of the Attorney-General, 1917, p. 62.
3
Annual Report of the Attorney-General. 1918, pp. 682-84.
Mbid., pp. 684-85.
5
Thomas Gregory, "Suggestions of Attorney-General Gregory to
Executive Committee in Relation to the Department of Justice," American Bar Association Journal, 4 (1918), p. 305.
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ful of all laws in preserving the safety of the country and preventing enemy activities."6 Gregory also believed that the
severe penalty of internment served as a "powerful deterrent
against alien enemy activity."7 In Indiana United States Attorney L. Ert Slack expressed his conviction that the detention
and subsequent parole under bond of the Reverend Henry Zumlingst would be justified for the depressing moral effect it should
produce among pro-Germans in the Evansville area.8
Internment procedures denied aliens the ordinary protections
of the law. Aliens did not receive fair and impartial hearings
before qualified jurists. Most aliens did not have the services
of an attorney, nor did officials provide aliens with a formal opportunity to refute the charges against them.9 Referring to internment as an "anomaly in American law," government spokesmen did not consider it to be a criminal procedure.50 The power
of internment and cases arising therefrom were not open to
judicial review. Habeus corpus proceedings could be initiated
only to determine whether a given suspect were an alien in fact.
Realizing the grave assault on civil liberties posed by internment,
Justice Department officials devised procedures that they hoped
would lessen the danger of mistakes in individual cases.
On paper the administrative guidelines for executing the internment proclamations appeared to be fair. The AttorneyGeneral required district marshals and attorneys to obtain his
authorization before detaining a suspected individual.11 After
receiving reports to be submitted by the United States Attorney
and agents of the Bureau of Investigation, Justice Department
officials would decide the disposition of each case. An arrested
alien might be interned, paroled under government supervision,
or released unconditionally. Gregory considered arrest as simply
e

"Civil Liberty in War Times," Senate Document No. 434; 65 Congr.,
3 Sess., p. 8.
7
Annual Report oj the Attorney-General, 1918, p. 36.
8
Slack to Gregory, 2 July 1918, Justice Department File No. 9-1612-5560, Record Group 60, National Archives and Records Service
(hereafter DJ File).
'Conclusion based on author's examination of all files in Justice
Department collection pertaining to internment of aliens from Indiana.
At best Slack or an investigating officer would have a conference with
an accused alien.
^O'Brian, "Civil Liberty in War Times," p. 9.
"Circular No. 686, 18 July 1917, Annual Report oj the AttorneyGeneral, 1918, p. 640.
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the first step in the process of investigation.12 An alien could
then be detained until officials concluded their investigation and
i endered a decision. Gregory cautioned federal officers to make
clear the distinction between arrest and detention, and internment, for the public tended to believe that detention of a man
was prima facie proof of his being a spy.13 On another occasion
Gregory admonished United States attorneys not to recommend
internment as a matter of course as a means of controlling undesirable aliens. He insisted that in many cases "the interests
of the United States will be sufficently safeguarded if the subject is paroled or released after temporary detention."14
to be paroled, a suspect had to satisfy conditions specified by
the Justice Department. Typically he posted a cash bond which
in some cases reached as high as $2,000.i:' Parolees also had to
secure a supervisor to whom they would report daily. Frank
Koch, an alien arrested in Fort Wayne, was obliged to report
to a deputy United States marshal until such time as he had
found employment, when the employer would become the supervisor.16 Most parole agreements restricted the areas of a city
accessible to the parolee. Koch was not to go south of Main
Street in Fort Wayne, nor was he to go near the Traction
Company, city power plants, or the Lake Shore Railroad yards."
Officials warned that violators of parole stipulations could be
interned. 18
Federal officials in Indiana took under advisement at least
thirty-four alien enemy cases with internment resulting in
twenty-one instances.19 The remainder received conditional
paroles. Local and state police agencies referred many other
cases to the Justice Department for investigation for possible internment. Lacking even strong circumstantial evidence
against these suspects, federal officers refused to institute pro«| ■
Generatmia^^p. 640. " ^ 1918'
"Gregory, "Suggestions," p. 311.

Rep0rt

0f

the

Attorne

V-

•• iGeS^ls!1?,'. 652. 29 OCt 1918' AnnUal Rep0rt 0f the Attor'i^'$2,000 bond was required of Herman Rauser, see below, pp. 13-14.
16
Copy of parole instructions, 23 Oct. 1917, DJ File 9-16-12-763
"Ibid.
ia
Ibid.
'■See Appendix No. 1 for list of interned aliens from Indiana.

ceedings against them and remanded the cases back to local
jurisdictions.20
The Justice Department approved arrest warrants for Hoosier
aliens for a variety of reasons. Anderson police officers found
J. Wilhelm Klapdor in possession of pictures of bridges, battleships, cruisers, ammunition factories, forts, and other government buildings, diagrams of aircrafts and balloons, tools and
materials used in constructing delicate mechanical devices, and
a three-inch drill which United States Attorney Slack alleged
could bore into hard substances to allow the planting of dynamite.21 Finding Karl Kaufman with blue prints of blast furnaces,
coke plants, and ovens, East Chicago police held him for federal
officials.22 Vigo County deputies flushed dynamite-laden
Joe Burger from a corn crib in the vicinity of a coal mine.25
Arousing the suspicions of Columbus police for "going place to
place over the county without any special reason," Alfred Jerome
suffered arrest.24 Through accident or design Joseph Mirckti
of East Chicago had damaged a blast furnace. Slack urged his
arrest for sabotage.20 To protect Reverend George Sieveking
from a possible lynching by his neighbors, Evansville officials
arranged his seizure and internment.26 Other aliens were arrested for making an assortment of allegedly disloyal remarks

|

K'JU
I

i

• i

The first Indiana resident to be interned was Arthur Hueller
of Richmond who was arrested under authority of a warrant
issued on April 25, 1917. So vague were the charges against
Hueller that Justice Department records do not reveal any
specific instances of his supposed pro-German utterances.
Marshal Storen held Hueller in the Marion County jail until late
June when he released the alien to the army for transfer to Fort
Oglethorpe. Nearly a year later Hueller notified the Justice Department that he could obtain satisfactory employment and a $
responsible supervisor should he be granted a parole. Rejecting
Hueller's application, John Lord O'Brian explained: "It is not
deemed compatible to the interest of the United States to release
20
See cases of Valentine Honold, Allen Munich, and Ezra Hopkins, f nI
arrested
in Mishawaka, Indianapolis Star, 23, Sept. 1917.
21
0'Brian to Secretary of State, 22 Apr. 1918, DJ File 9-16-12-118.
22
Slack to Gregory, 20 Aug. 1917, DJ File 9-16-12-618.
23
Slack to Gregory, 6 Aug. 1918, DJ File 9-16-12-5466.
24
Slack to Gregory, 29 June 1918, DJ File 9-16-12-4586.
25
Slack to Gregory, 25 July 1918, DJ File 9-16-12-5259.
26
Telegram, John Nolan to Justice Department, 12 Apr. 1918: telegram, Gregory to Mark Storen, 13 Apr. 1918, DJ File 9-16-12-3960.
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you at present."27 In June, 1918, Hueller met an untimely death
when shot by a soldier as he was trying to cut his way through
a barbed wire stockade.28 The arrest and confinement of Arthur
Hueller apparently had no purpose other than to serve as an
example of the punishment which could be inflicted on German
aliens who ignored the boundaries of proper behavior dictated
by the government.
In many of the Indiana alien enemy cases the procedural
mechanisms proved to be slow and cumbersome. Whether
threatening public peace or not, suspects spent months in jail.
Deprived of normal legal relief, their period of confinement in
city and county lockups depended on the administrative exigencies of federal officials. On July 17, 1918, the AttorneyGeneral empowered Slack to arrest Charles Norman, a German
alien being held in Crawfordsville, for spreading anti-American
propaganda. In mid-September, the Justice Department pressed
Slack to forward facts in Norman's case. Not until November
12 did Slack bother to reveal that Norman was "perhaps harmless, though pro-German." Regardless, Norman remained in
jail until mid-December and then obtained release only under
strict conditions of parole.29
The Justice Department experienced serious procedural difficulties with Slack over the case of Herman Rauser. LaPorte
authorities had apprehended Rauser for "pro-German activities." After Marshal Storen took custody of the alien on March
30, 1918, special agent Simon Nash investigated the case. Nash
unearthed no evidence to indicate that Rauser was either hostile
to the United States or determined to do harm to the American
war effort. Responding to this news, Slack wrote: "I am not
inclined to believe the case is one in which we should intern the
alien." In May John L. O'Brian inquired of Slack whether he
had paroled Rauser. On July 15, after a conversation with
Rauser in which the suspect indicated a desire to leave the United
States, Slack encouraged his internment. The Justice Department reacted unfavorably to Slack's suggestion. Reprimanding
"Summary sheet, n.d.; Charles Warren to Storen, 11 June 1917Dji^fle
9° I?'?2ri]a04 6 Mar' 1918; 0'Brian to Hueller. 27 Mar- 1918.'
28
Indianapolis
Neivs, 13 June 1918, p. 1.
29
Gregory to Slack, 16 July 1918; Gregory to Slack, 10 Sept. 1918;
Slack to Gregory, 11 Nov. 1918; O'Brian to Slack, 16 Nov. 1918- Slack
to Gregory, 23 Dec. 1918, DJ File 9-16-12-5712
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the District Attorney, O'Brian pointed out that Rauser had not
"engaged in any hostile activities whatever." He lectured Slack
on the duty of United States attorneys to "follow the direction
of the department explicitly in all alien enemy cases." Slack
answered that his further investigations had disclosed that "it
would be a serious mistake" to release Rauser. O'Brian agreed
that federal officers could defer carrying out orders of the department but complained of the two-month delay between the
parole order and Slack's first mention of additional facts in the
case. On July 18 and August 9, Gregory wrote Slack, demandingto know why Rauser had still not been released. Rauser finally
received his parole on August 15, nearly four and a half months
after his arrest and three months after his parole had been directed by the Justice Department.30 Other parolees spent from
one-half to three months in jail prior to their release.
Time lags in processing alien enemy cases caused the AttorneyGeneral to become concerned about the efficiency of the procedures and the effectiveness of his district attorneys. On
September 17, 1917, in an effort to expedite the processing of
cases Gregory asked the attorneys to transmit within two weeks
after arrest a recommendation for subsequent action.31 Still
confronted with serious time-lags, Gregory in early February,
1918, ordered district attorneys to complete their investigations
and forward their reports within the two months following detention of an individual.32 To cope with Slack's inefficiency,
Gregory contemplated taking punitive action. In mid-April
Gregory asked another Justice Department official to find out
when Slack's term would expire: "We may have to make a
change."33 O'Brian considered Slack's work "so poorly conducted
in the field of enemy alien regulations that it is doubtful whether
he should be reappointed to the office."34 Gregory apparently
carried the matter no further. For the duration of the war and
30

Hinton Clabaugh to Bielaski, 22 Mar. 1818; O'Brian to Slack, 6
May 1918; Slack to Gregory, 11 May 1918; O'Brian to Slack, 21 May
1918; O'Brian to Slack, 3 July 1918; Slack to Gregory, 15 July 1918;
O'Brian to Slack, 18 July 1918; Slack to Gregory, 22 July 1918; O'Brian
to Slack, 25 July 1918; Gregory to Slack, 18 July 1918; Slack to
Gregory, 18 Aug. 1918; DJ File 9-16-12-3553.
"Circular to Marshals and Attorneys, 17 Sept. 1917, Annual Report
of the Attorney-General. 1917, p. 66.
32
Circu]ar No. 792, 14 Feb. 1918, Annual Report of the AttorneyGeneral, 1918, p. 647.
"Memorandum, Gregory to Graham, 19 Apr. 1918, DJ File 190470.
"Memorandum, O'Brian to Gregory, 12 Apr. 1918, DJ File 190470.
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into the early months of 1919 when the alien cases were being
reviewed, the Justice Department continued to tolerate Slack's
dubious administrative practices.
With officials not establishing, and adhering to, specific
guidelines for recommending internment, many aliens faced confinement on the basis of at best circumstantial evidence. Slack
suggested that Alfred Jerome be sent to Fort Oglethorpe because
he appeared to be a "suspicious person, likely to gather information for the enemies of this country." At the Justice Department Henry Morgan noted on Slack's report that internment
"was the only logical manner in which this case can be disposed
of."35 Lawrence Riethmuller of Indianapolis failed to register
as an alien, took pictures and made drawings of buildings at Fort
Benjamin Harrison, and talked very "pro-German." Slack
recommended his internment.36 Without a trial Slack pronounced
Joseph Mirckti guilty of sabotage. Mirckti had dropped a conveying pan onto a scale, resulting in damage which stopped production for one day at the International Lead Company in East
Chicago. Slack vaguely referred to "other serious acts. . .which
were traced to this person as the only person who could have committed them." He was interned for one year beginning in
August, 1918.37
In at least three of the alien enemy cases the Justice Department certified internment after concluding that the behavior of
the suspects did not justify that punishment. On December 26,
1917, Paul Marcus was taken into federal custody at Brownstown for attitudes allegedly hostile to the United States. In
early February, 1918, A. Bruce Bielaski, Chief of the Bureau of
Investigation, indicated that the government was not inclined to
intern Marcus for the charges specified. On March 4, reporting
that Marcus was doubtlessly insane, Slack suggested that he be
medically examined. A month later Slack revealed that a jail
physician did not believe Marcus to be of unsound mind but did
consider him mentally deficient. Admitting that "we can find
no further evidence that he is a dangerous person," Slack recommended his release. Upon being authorized to parole Marcus,
35
Slack to Gregory, 29 June 1918; memorandum, Morgan to O'Brian,
3 July 1918, DJ File 9-16-12-4586.
36
Slack to Gregory, 12 June 1918, DJ File 9-16-12-4372.
3T
Slack to Gregory, 25 July 1918; summary sheet, n.d. DJ File 916-12-5259.
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Slack confided that "owing to the very antagonistic feeling prevalent here and elsewhere, I do not now deem it wise to release
this enemy alien." Slack then changed his mind and recommended
internment. In Washington, Henry Morgan agreed that "this
man has not been guilty of hostile activities or utterances warranting his internment." Disregarding their own unequivocable
conclusion, both Morgan and O'Brian upheld Slack's internment
request. Marcus spent the next nine months at Fort Oglethorpe,
prior to being judged insane and transferred to a federal
asylum. 38
In February, 1918, Slack advised that John Hrehonick, an
Austrian alien working in New Goshen, be interned. Four of
Hrehonick's fellow workmen in a local coal mine signed affidavits attesting to his disloyal remarks. Due to the accused's
specialty as a shot firer, Local Union 953 of the United Mine
Workers came to his defense, pointing out that others may have
provoked Hrehonick to make the remarks. Reviewing the case
at the Justice Department, Henry Morgan observed that Hrehonick "had not said enough to warrant his internment." But
Morgan feared that with his knowledge of explosives, Hrehonick
might resort to violence in future quarrels with his fellow employees. As "a measure of precaution" and "as a recognition of
the vigilance of the citizens who reported Hrehonick," Morgan
sanctioned internment. On March 5 army escorts delivered the
unfortunate alien to Fort Oglethorpe.30
The third person interned in the face of available evidence
pointing to parole or release was Rudolf Pietrzyk, like Hrehonick
an Austrian alien. According to Slack, Pietrzyk, a vagrant, appeared to "know more than he pretends to know" and would
make "an excellent tool for persons who might desire his services." Admitting that he had no additional information concerning Pietrzyk, Slack nonetheless urged his internment, and he was
sustained by the Attorney-General's office. Pietrzyk spent the
next fifteen months of his stay in the United States at Fort
38
Slack to Gregory, 26 Dec. 1917; Bielaski to Charles Tighe, 8 Feb.
1918; Slack to Gregory, 4 Mar. 1918; Slack to Gregory, 2 Apr. 1918;
O'Brian to Slack, 4 Apr. 1918; Slack to Gregory, 10 Apr. 1918; memorandum, Morgan to O'Brian, 18 Apr. 1918; O'Brian to Storen, 3 May
1918;
summary sheet, n.d., DJ File 9-16-12-2171.
39
Slack to Gregory, 11 Feb. 1918; Local Union 953 to Justice Department, 18 Jan. 1918; memorandum, Morgan to O'Brian, 25 Feb. 1918;
DJ File 9-16-12-2862.
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Oglethorpe. In March, 1918, army doctors declared him insane
and sent him to St. Elizabeth's hospital. The government deported Pietrzyk in September, 1919.40
In only one case did the Justice Department reject Slack's
initial proposal for internment. In a summary prepared for
O'Brian, a Justice Department official noted that Slack had not
interviewed Albert Steko, a Hammond alien faced with charges
of uttering vile epithets about the Allies, nor had he stated any
facts relative to the case. The Department decided to detain
Steko for two months from the date of his arrest and then parole
him. Arrested on July 19, 1918, Steko did not receive his release
until early December.41
In a number of cases Justice Department representatives conducted more intensive investigations resulting in more justifiable
recommendations than some cited previously. Even though the
outcomes of these cases were to the advantage of the defendants,
the cogs of justice turned slowly. In mid-August, 1918, Marshal
Storen arrested Jacob Grub, a German cook at the Spencer Hotel
in Indianapolis, for pro-German statements. Twice, Gregory
asked Slack to expedite his reports. Finally on September 19,
Slack informed the Department that agent Floyd J. Mattice had
established that all the witnesses against Grub had repudiated
their accusations or so qualified them as to make them worthless as evidence against the suspect. Officials paroled Grub but
required a large bond since much newspaper publicity had been
given his arrest. 42
On September 11, 1918, special agent George Bragdon received
permission to arrest Henry Resch of Gary for making disparaging remarks about the country. One month later Slack concluded : "It does not look as though the man should be interned."
On November 13, after the Armistice, Slack recommended
Eesch's parole without bond. The government freed Resch on
December 4, but he had been jailed for nearly three months.43
40Slack to Gregory, 8 Nov. 1917; summary sheet, n.d., DJ File
186233-506.
"Memorandum signed OGS to O'Brian, 18 Sept. 1918; summary
sheet, n.d., DJ File 190470.
"Telegram, Storen to Gregory, 23 Aug. 1918; Gregory to Slack
10 Sept. 1918; Gregory to Slack, 17 Sept. 1918; Slack to Gregory 19
Sept. 1918, DJ File 9-16-12-6187.
"Telegram, Bragdon to Bielaski, 11 Sept. 1918; Slack to AttorneyGeneral, 12 Oct. 1918; Slack to Gregory, 13 Nov. 1918; Slack to Gregory
4 Dec. 1918, DJ File 9-16-12-6658.
'
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In July, 1918, Gustave Tammert of Hammond was seized on
the basis of information supplied by special agent Green. Two
residents of the Federal Hotel where Tammert resided swore
to his having made disloyal statements. Slack's investigation
indicated that Tammert was not a dangerous man and had never
"made any disloyal remarks or been charged in any manner with
disloyalty [other than in the two affadavits]." Officials released
Tammert after two months incarceration.44
Slack displayed uncharacteristic sympathy for William Rosenow. Agent W. J. Drautzberg arrested the German alien in
Terre Haute for active anti-American work. After an investigation Slack decided to recommend parole without bond mainly
because Rosenow's family was in "great need of his assistance."
Slack also felt inclined to give Rosenow "a chance to cease his
talk." Only one month after his first confinement Rosenow was
paroled.45
When interned aliens attempted to win an early release, their
appeals generally fell on deaf ears at the Justice Department.
More than any other Hoosier alien George Sieveking, an Evansville area Evangelical minister interned for his own protection,
harassed the Department with parole applications. Arrested in
April, 1918, Sieveking was taken to Fort Oglethorpe in June.
At Sieveking's request Henry Morgan interviewed him in November. The government decided to consider his parole but only
with his agreement to return to Germany with his family.
Sieveking declined this conditional parole offer. On November
30, the minister again pleaded his case. He told of being trapped
in a "most cruel conflict of duties"—gratitude toward his fatherland and loyalty to his chosen land. He admitted to "having
neglected" his duties to the United States but begged for release
inasmuch as the war had ended. Unmoved, O'Brian refused to
parole him for residence in the United States. On April 8, 1919,
Sieveking again petitioned the Department for release. Again
O'Brian refused, this time suggesting that Sieveking stop
bothering the Department.46
■"Telegram, Green to Bielaski, 26 July 1918; Slack to Gregory, 13
Sept. 1918; Gregory to Slack, 18 Sept. 1918, DJ File 9-16-12-5995.
'■'■Telegram, Drautzberg to Bielaski, 12 July 1918; Slack to Gregory,
25 July 1918; Slack to Gregory, 12 August 1918, DJ File 9-16-12-5690.
■"'John Nelan to Justice Department, 12 Apr. 1918; telegram, Tighe
to Bielaski, 16 Apr. 1918; O'Brian to Sieveking, 20 Nov. 1918; Sieveking
to Gregory, 30 Nov. 1918; O'Brian to Sieveking, 9 Dec. 1918; Sieveking
to Gregory, 8 Apr. 1919; O'Brian to Sieveking, 16 Apr. 1919, DJ File
9-16-12-3960.
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O'Brian had not anticipated the persistence of the Sieveking
family. Fifteen-year-old daughter, Cornelia, wrote A. Mitchell
Palmer, alien property custodian, to inquire whether her father
would be deported. As an administrative courtesy Palmer sent
the letter to O'Brian. O'Brian notified Miss Sieveking that he
could not answer her question since the Justice Department's
jurisdiction did not extend to deportation proceedings. On May
29, 1919, Sieveking once more took up his pen to ask for understanding and sympathy, indicating that he had suffered sufficiently for the course he took. He asked Attorney-General
Gregory "to be merciful toward my wife and my daughter by
releasing me." On June 10, forty-eight persons in Warrick and
Vanderburgh counties appealed to President Wilson to release
Sieveking. On June 23 his wife and daughter again asked for
his parole. The crusade finally ended in late June when the
Justice Department agreed to release Sieveking.47
In only one instance of an interned Hoosier alien did the
Justice Department officially reopen its investigation after the
prisoner had been delivered to Fort Oglethrope, and then only
at the insistance of an Indianapolis attorney. Authorities had
detained Joe Precep, an Austrian, at Terre Haute for "continuous
activity among the foreign population against the United States."
Recommending internment, Slack described Precep as "a disturbing element and a dangerous man to be at large." Morgan
and O'Brian approved his internment.48
About the time of Precep's removal to Georgia, attorney Alic
Lupear 'wrote the Attorney-General to argue that Precep was a
Roumanian, not a German, and to complain that the suspect had
been given no opportunity to show that personal animosities
among a group of Roumanians caused his arrest. The Justice
Department transmitted Lupear's appeal to Slack who recommended parole for Precep. The Justice Department then balked
and ordered a reinvestigation of the case by the Bureau of Investigation. In mid-January, 1919, Slack notified O'Brian that
■"Cornelia Sieveking to Palmer, 14 Apr. 1919; O'Brian to C. Sieveking, 22 Apr. 1919; Sieveking to Gregory, 29 May 1919; Petition to
President Wilson, 10 June 1919; Mrs. G. H. Sieveking to Justice Department, 23 June 1919; John Creighton to Mrs. G. H. Sieveking 25
June 1919, DJ File 9-16-12-3960.
""Telegram, Slack to Gregory, 22 June 1918; Slack to Gregory 25
July 1918; memorandum, Morgan to O'Brian, 30 July 1918- O'Brian
to Slack, 8 Aug. 1918.
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the agent's research "confirmed the action of the Government
in apprehending and interning him." In May, Senator Henry
New at Lupear's request wrote A. Mitchell Palmer asking for a
review of the case. Palmer defended the internment action but
indicated that parole would likely be approved since the government was reviewing all interned aliens with a view towards release or parole.49
One alien, Gustave Pfaffman, who engaged the services of
legal counsel prior to internment, fared better than some of his
undefended countrymen. Police at Kendallville had seized Pfaffman for refusing to register as an alien and for talking against
the government. Indianapolis socialist lawyer M. L. Clauson
came to Pfaffman's aid. Clauson briefed the Justice Department
on Pfaffman's French-Alsatian background and demanded the
immediate release of his client "as he is not a dangerous alien
enemy." Impressed with Clausen's strong protest, O'Brian referred the case back to Slack with the suggestion that Slack consider criminal charges against Pfaffman under the Espionage
Act. Slack dismissed this course of action on the grounds that
he had insufficient evidence to sustain a prosecution.50
In the meantime Clauson was carrying his appeal on Pfaffman's behalf to Indiana senator James Watson and to Roger
Baldwin, director of the National Civil Liberties Bureau. To
Watson, Clauson protested that his client had been unlawfully
deprived of his liberty. Baldwin wrote the Justice Department
demanding Pfaffman's release. On September 15, 1918, Gregory
ordered Slack to release Pfaffman under $2,000 bond and with
appropriate supervision. With a flair of humanitarianism the
Attorney-General asserted that Pfaffman was the principal
worker on his parents' farm and was needed to avoid the loss of
the season's crops. Slack claimed that Pfaffman was a German
alien and assailed Clauson for being a socialist, but acceded to
the Department's mandate and paroled Pfaffman on September
80.51
40Lupear to Gregory, 10 Sept. 1918; Slack to Gregory, 30 Nov. 1918;
O'Brian to Slack, 10 Dec. 1918; O'Brian to Precep, 17 Jan. 1919; Slack
to Gregory, 14 Jan. 1919; New to Palmer, 6 May 1919; Palmer to New,
9 50
May 1919, DJ File 9-16-12-5347.
Telegram, Slack to Gregory, 26 Aug. 1918; Clauson to Justice Department, 3 Sept. 1918; O'Brian to Slack, 7 Sept. 1918: Baldwin to
Alien Enemy Bureau, 7 Sept. 1918; telegram, Gregory to Slack, 14 Sept.
1918,
DJ File 9-16-12-6381.
5:I
Clauson to Watson, 3 Sept. 1918; summary sheet, n.d., DJ File
9-16-12-6381.
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The internment of aliens did not go unnoticed in the Indiana
press. Although the Justice Department gave lip service to a
desire to surround internments with secrecy, District Attorney
Slack and Marshal Storen managed to keep the Indianapolis Star
and News abreast of the details and progress of procedures in
fully half of the alien enemy cases they investigated.52
Public interest in the fate of the German aliens did not extend
to sympathy for their plight. Many Hoosiers considered internment too light a penalty for persons unwilling to declare their
total loyalty to the nation. Senator Watson suggested that he
would stand "these spies. . .against the wall to face a firing
squad."53 Former Indianapolis Mayor Charles Bookwalter fired
up an Old Settlers reunion in Marion County by urging that
"the men who came to this country. . .and who do not stand
loyally by this government are traitors; they ought to be surrounded by a brick wall and given a dose of bullets."54
These spokesmen considered internment as a rest and relaxation period for dangerous aliens. They criticized the government for sending such people "to a camp to grow fat."55 In
January, 1918, the Indianapolis Star was suggesting that the
fare of interned aliens was much better "than that of thousands
of families that are living up to the requirements of the food
administration."56 The nationwide clamor over the rumored
"soft" treatment of aliens forced the Food Administration to
deny that interned persons were fed with any exceptions to the
food regulations. The government dismissed contrary reports
as "German propaganda."57
As employed in Indiana, the process of internment seemed
more intended to quiet disagreeable sentiments of aliens than to
rid the state of bona fide menaces to the public peace and securi52

Newspaper coverage included Klapdor, Indianapolis Star, 3 May
p
5
}n
n
^ay
^l?, p.Indianapolis
10; Kaufman,
Indianapolis
News,p. 10
1917, p.' 7; Otto
Schmidt,
News,
20 Oct. 1917,
7; July
Joe
Rauchbauer, Indianapolis News, 8 Nov. 1917; John Hrehonick, Indianophs News, 22 Feb. 1918; George Sieveking, Indianapolis News. 5 May
1918 p. 32; Lawrence Riethmuller, Indianapolis News, 3 May 1918 p.
19; Joe Precep, Indianapolis News, 1 July 1918, p. 7.
■"Speech of James Watson before Indianapolis Patriotic Club at
Meridian Street M. E. Church, Indianapolis News, 6 Apr. 1918, p. 9.
•'"Indianapolis News, 10 Aug. 1917, p. 23.
55
Watson, "Speech."
■'''Indianapolis Star, 27 Jan. 1918, p. 4.
■"Indianapolis News, 27 Apr. 1918, p. 6.
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ty. In April, 1917, L. Ert Slack released a statement of AttorneyGeneral Gregory. Gregory suggested that no German alien need
fear the Justice Department as long as he obeyed the law and
kept his mouth shut.58 A news report from Bremen told of a
merchant who had been threatened by a federal agent with internment should he utter any seditious statements.59 On another
occasion the Indianapolis Star informed its readers that citizens
of Wanatah, in LaPorte County, had "been given their choice of
'getting right' with the country or going to an internment
camp."60 With internment as a threat, Justice Department officials wielded a powerful club over the nation's alien population.
The injustices of a summary detention procedure, in the absence
of a clear danger to war projects, can be rationalized only as a
means of warning persons who might be moved to create trouble
or as a manifestation of severe paranoia. Once President Wilson
proclaimed that enemy aliens were beyond the protection of accepted legal processes, federal officials came to view suspected
aliens as less than legal entities. In Indiana the cases involving
superficial investigation, unjustified internment, and stubborn
refusal to reopen a case for substantive review, . . .even after the
Armistice, discredit the claim of John Lord O'Brian that 'the
verdict of the future upon this policy will be one of unconditional commendation."61

58Huntingburg Independent, 28 Apr. 1917, p. 8; this message apparently received wide circulation in Indiana.
^Indiana
Bulletin, 14 Sept. 1917, p. 2.
60
Indianapolis Star, 20 Dec. 1917, p. 8.
"O'Brian, "Civil Liberties in War Time," p. 6.
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APPENDIX
Alien Enemies Interned in Indiana1
Name

Date of Arrest

Locale

Arthur Hueller

April 25, 1917

Indianapolis

J. W. Klapdor

May 8, 1917

Anderson

Karl Kaufman

July 10, 1917

Hammond

Otto Schmidt

October 19, 1917

Indianapolis

Joe Rauchbauer

November 12, 1917

Goshen

Rudoof Pietryzk

November 17, 1917

South Bend

Paul Marcus

December 29, 1917

Brownstown

Mike Smith

January 19, 1918

Indianapolis

John Kish

January 23, 1918

Mishawaka

Hugo Metzdorff

January 25, 1918

Richmond

Helmutt Metzdorff

January 25, 1918

Richmond

John Hrehonick

February 14, 1918

New Goshen

George Sieveking

April 13, 1918

Evansville

William Schumacher

April 18, 1918

LaPorte

Lawrence Riethmuller

May

Indianapolis

Alfred Jerome

May 20, 1918

Columbus

Frank Meyer

May 28, 1918

Fort Wayne

Joseph Mirckti

June 19, 1918

East Chicago

Joe Precep

June 22, 1918

Terre Haute

Joe Burger

August

6, 1918

Indianapolis

Gust Pfaffman

August 27, 1918

Kendallville

2, 1918

information compiled from Justice Department Files, Record Group
No. 60, National Archives.
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WILLIAM COWPER BRANN: ICONOCLAST
AND APOSTLE
Billy J. Hinton and Henky A. Myers
The writings of William Cowper Brann, the Iconoclast and
"Apostle" of Waco, Texas, give life to three of the most significant "-isms" in later nineteenth-century American intellectual
history: Romanticism, Populism, and Victorianism. At the
same time, a look at the actual variety of ideas for and against
which he crusaded during his short, stormy career and some consideration of details of Brann's life will serve to caution against
hasty generalizations about what real-life romantics, populists,
and Victorians were like.
Brann was born in Humboldt Township, Coles County, Illinois,
January 4, 1855. When his mother died two and a half years
later, he was raised by William Hawkins, a nearby farmer. In
later years, Brann was to cherish kind memories of Mr. Hawkins
and, typically enough for the romantic, to commend the virtues
of farm life to others most warmly.1 That was, however, the
nostalgic romantic's longing for simplicity and community with
nature. It is a more significant part of his biography that one
night, at age thirteen, he slipped out of the farmhouse window
and down the road, carrying all his possessions in a small box
under his arm. Romanticism, however, is a sufficiently elastic
concept that such an act can easily be seen as the heroic romantic's desire to take on unlikely odds in the struggles of the world.
At any rate, Brann rose in rapid succession from his first employment as a hotel bell-boy to the occupation of painter, printer,
reporter, and finally editorial writer.2
Before founding his own paper, Brann served on the staff of
nine other publications. While he certainly had no lack of edi^illiam Cowper Brann, "Professional Failures," The Complete
Works of Brann the Iconoclast, (New York: The Brann Publishers,
1919), Vol. V, pp. 76-81. All subsequent references to Brann's writings
are2 to this series except where otherwise noted.
J. D. Shaw, "William Cowper Brann," a biographical sketch prefaced to a 2-volume collection, The Writings of Brann The Iconoclast
(Waco: Herz Brothers, 1910), p. 5. The same collection was later published in 1 volume (New York: Blue Ribbon Books, 1938).
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torial ability, he insisted upon expressing his views so immoderately that sooner or later he would alienate his publisher.
Convinced finally that the American press was "a brake on the
wheels of progress, a straight jacket on society. . .,"3 and a good
many other hopelessly confining things, in 1891 he issued from
Austin, Texas, the first issues of Brann's Iconoclast, vowing "to
break foolish idols and shatter false ideas."4 The first editions
were small ones, and Brann continued supporting himself by
editorial work for the St. Louis Globe-Democrat and the San
Antonio Express.
Then, in 1894 Brann adopted Waco, Texas, as his home, anticipating a long life for The Iconoclast and himself in what was
then one of the cultural areas of Texas. This life proved to be
very short because Waco, the "Gem on the Brazos", seemingly
did not recognize a gem in its own midst with a man of the status
of William C. Brann.
When Brann arrived, Waco was one of the chief supply stations
in the state; it was well-known as a trading center and for
having Baylor University, the oldest university in the state and
one of the few universities in the southwest. The city, though
rather rough and on a frontier, had a series of law officers who
were much feared by the cowboy toughs and much revered by
the Wacoans. However, there were a number of infamous people
such as John Wesley Harden, the worst killer on the frontier,
and Sam Bass, a known train robber and bank robber, who were
allowed to live on the east side of the Brazos River with the
understanding that when they came to the west side, where the
"better people" lived, they would behave themselves.
Open gunfights were not uncommon in Waco. The Chisholm
Trail with its mighty cattle drives brought cowboys into the city.
Waco was also a hub for Westward migration with the only
bridge over a treacherous, quick-sand-filled Brazos River which
ran nine hundred miles across Texas.
Enhancing the colorful Waco environment as an intellectual
gunslinger for populism, Brann zeroed in on the abuses of industrial power. In a typical Iconoclast expose, for example, he
3
"The American Press: Its Hypocrisy and Cowardice," Vol. VII,
p. 53.
4
Cited in Stanley J. Kunitz and Howard Haycroft, American
Authors, 1600-1900 (New York: H. W. Wilson Co., 1938), p. 96.
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attacked Mark Hanna, one of the most powerful industrial
magnates of the time and the reputed major financial supporter
of William McKinley. According to the Iconoclast, Mark Hanna
had built a settlement of cheap cottages for his workers in Spring
Valley, Illinois, with the promise that they would own them
through payments from their future wages; however, when the
houses were nearly paid for, Mr. Hanna, the "Industrial Cannibal," lowered his workers' wages so that they would be sure to
forfeit their homes. A strike followed and the Illinois militia
drove the workers from the settlement. Then, as Brann told it,
Hanna worked the same game there on newly imported immigrants from Southern Europe and yet a third time on Blacks
from the South, with the result that the Spring Valley homes
had been paid for and their more or less rightful owners driven
from them three times.
Brann made no attempt to separate editorial comment from
what he reported as fact, and he never quite let the facts speak
for themselves. Lest the readers miss the point of the Spring
Valley story, the Iconoclast captioned it, "Who Is Mark Hanna?"
■—a rhetorical question soon answered by:
HE IS THE VAMPIRE OF POVERTY,
THE ATT1LA OF INDUSTRY,
THE AVATAR OF GREED,
THE SCOURGE OF GOD
If the bones of all the women and children he has
starved to death, and those of all the workmen he has
slain to increase his heaps of gold, were gathered together, a triumphal arch could be built therewith thro'
which McKinley might ride to his inaugural. . . .11' all
the blood and tears he has caused to flow to fertilize
his fortune could be collected in one pool, his navy might
ride at anchor there while his half-starved seamen
manned the yards and fired salutes in honor of that
blessed era of "Progress and Prosperity" which he is
contriving for the sons of toil.5
Ths indignant indictment of a robber baron, however, exemplifies only the left-wing side of populism. Even in the same story
Brann's right-wing nativism comes through: the exploited immigrants appear as "ignorant Huns and lousy Lazzaroni,"6 the
■•Works, Vol. VI, pp. 279-380.
e
Ibid., p. 282.
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Southern Blacks are deprecated in even worse fashion, and the
point is that if even they rebelled against Mark Hanna. . . . but
you get the point. Brann's nativism, however, was never confined to attacking the lower strata of immigrants who competed
with American workers. In fact, he was far more in his element
attacking East Coast (particularly New York) elitist elements
for un-American displays. Brann was galled by the condescending attitude he was sure that socialites took towards the common
herd, more so by his conviction that behind the most conspicuous
socialites stood wealth acquired very rapidly and often through
questionable means, and even more so by his detection in them
of a lack of patriotism as they spumed American culture for
that of Europe. Brann's brief history of the Astor family, for
example, from the immigration of John Jacob Astor to the
wedding plans of William Waldorf Astor goes like this:
. . . that haughty Johann Jakob. . .came to America in
the steerage, wearing a pair of wooden shoes. ... He
wore the same shirt, the year 'round, slept with his
dogs and invested his groschens in such Manhattan
dirt as he could conveniently transport upon his person.
Thus he enables his aristocratic descendants to wax so
fat on "unearned increment" that some of them must
forswear their fealty to Uncle Sam and seek in Yewrup
a society whose rough edges will not scratch the varnish
off their culchah.7
When a considerable stream of publicity from what for Brann
was the Establishment press followed the announcement by two
prominent socialities, the American-born Duchess of Marlborough and Mrs. Harry Payne Whitney, that they were expecting, The Iconoclast gave a proper populist scoff: ". . .the people
naturally wonder why these flamboyant plutocrats can't do their
breeding without the aid of a brass band." Worse, how could
people stand to have idols made of those whose contempt for
things American is made more arrogant by the contrast between
themselves and the lot of plain or poor American families?
[T]he youngsters in question will have much more
elaborate layettes — or layouts as we say in Texas —
than the average infant. They will be triangled in the
finest birds-eye linen, dandled on the dimpled knees of
French nurses, and have paregoric seasoned with aromatic syrups slid into them off silver spoons, while the
'"Bradley-Martin Bal-Masque," Vol. I, pp. 83-84.
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common run of kids are swathed in second-hand flour
sacks, the XXX still visible. . .and left to prosecute their
arduous search for carpet tacks, bits of broken glass
and other edibles.8
In telling of the elaborate coronation of Tsar Nicholas II, The
Iconoclast noted how the state of being impressed with things
gaudy and foreign had corrupted the diplomatic corps as it did
New York high society. The official American representatives
had been quoted as saying they had "obeyed with alacrity" the
imperial edict that they should wear knee-breeches, black silk
stockings, white vest, and evening coat with plain metal buttons.
"Of course they did," observed Brann:
Had they been ordered to appear in their shirttails, one
flap dyed green and the other yellow, their legs painted
like barber-poles and wearing asses' ears, they would
have "obeyed with alacrity". . . .It has cost the American taxpayers a quarter of a million dollars to have
their mis-representatives prancing around the Kremlin
in short-stop pants and silk stockings, bowing and
scraping like a Pullman porter who has just received
a dollar tip from some reckless Texan.9
Quite unlike the most vocal nativists of the early nineteenth
century, the Know-Nothings, Brann prided himself on knowing
a bit of everything. Almost entirely self-educated, he spent most
of his free time studying books on science, philosophy, history,
economics, and theology, along with biographies, poetry, and
fiction. He had a Victorian gentleman's well-rounded store of
literary knowledge at his disposal and could quote Carlyle, Dante,
Tennyson, Shakespeare, Moore, Pope, Macaulay and dozens of
others at appropriate places in his columns.
The Iconoclast not only broke the idols which Brann considered
false, but also attempted to set items up as idols which Brann
considered properly ideal. Titans of science and populism were
entitled to verbal pedestals in his studio, but womanhood occupied still more conspicuous ones. When it came to women,
Brann considered himself not only a connoisseur and defender
of feminity but also a connoisseur and defender of the very art
of approaching and appreciating femininity. In several Iconoclast
articles, he reviewed the history of and the esthetically acceptable approaches to kissing:
R
"A
9

Couple of High-Toned Kids," Vol. IX, pp. 130-132,
"Coronation of the Czar: American Toadyism on Tap," Vol. I,
p. 122.
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You move your shoulder forward to give her head a
rest and get hold of her other hand. Be patient; when
she wants you to kiss her she'll find a way to make it
manifest, and a maid worth kissing despises a forward
man. . . .The man who gulps down a glass of old wine
without first inhaling its oenanthic and feasting his eyes
upon its ruddy splendors, is simply a sot.10
Even (or particularly) an established custom which degraded
an art and science called for exposure in the Iconoclast. Such
was the ritual of kissing the bride:
Why a modest woman, who has done nothing worse
than marry, should be compelled to kiss a company of
men and thereby sample everything from the aroma of
sour stomachs to masticated codfish, 1 cannot imagine.11
Adding the element of sale to the degradation of art and
science is, of course, even worse. Once at a church fair in Missouri, Brann recounted, he found "two local beauties of good
family retailing kisses to all comers at two-bits apiece," Such
debauching invited swift and artful vengeance:
I bought $5 worth of the sacred sweetness — then hired
an old farmer who enjoyed a bad case of catarrh and
had worn his solitary tooth down to the pliocene period
chewing plug tobacco and depositing the quotient on his
beard, to receive the goods.12
Brann's idealization of women was sufficiently great that he
did not want to see them sullied by exercising the right to vote.
He was also convinced that "Woman" as such wanted none of the
suffrage movement.
Woman does not demand the ballot, because her interest
centers in her home rather than her country; because
she shrinks from responsibility; because she knows that
she may safely trust her destiny to those who would die
for her. . . .Woman is with us but not of us. She is in
very truth "but little lower than the angels". . . . [D] o
not force upon her "rights" she does not want, duties
she would shun, and which that beneficent God, who
gave her to us to civilize and humanize us, destined for
our own strong hands.13

,0"The Science of Kissing," Vol. I, pp. 159-160.
""The Curse of Kissing," Vol. Ill, p. 72.
"Ibid.
i3"The Woman Thou Gavest Me," Vol. I, pp. 68-70.
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The demands which Brann placed on "Woman" as the embodiment of angelic perfection yielded a startling personal tragedy,
which haunted him to the end of his days. One evening he
bawled out his oldest daughter, Inez, still only twelve, for encouraging a boy to come near their house to keep her company.
That night Inez committed suicide, leaving what amounted to a
note of apology that she had failed to live up to her father's expectations.14
Ridicule was, appropriately, a main weapon of the Iconockist,
but Brann seems never to have written anything with the purpose of achieving a humorous effect alone. In 1894, before
setting up his paper in Waco for good, Brann had toyed with the
idea of becoming a traveling lecturer as a main occupation and
even went so far as to sell his presses and the name of his publication for $250.00 to William Sidney Porter, a bank clerk in
Austin. Porter, a stylist of great talent, attempted to turn The
Iconockist into a strictly humorous weekly, but this undertaking
failed after two issues.15 Brann re-acquired the title to his paper
when he went into almost full-time journalism, although he
lectured frequently and successfully afterwards as well. As for
Porter, he soon founded his own paper, The Rolling Stone, and
while this failed, too, he was to gain a later reputation far outdistancing Brann's as the author of short stories under his
pseudonym, 0. Henry.16
Religious topics figured prominently in Brann's writings, the
more controversial the better. Without too much reading between the lines, it sees fair to say that in religious matters Brann
shared the optimism and scientific enthusiasm of the Victorian
Age to the point of being somewhere between a Liberal Protestant and an out-and-out rationalist in religion. At the same
""The Last Lesson," Vol. XII, pp. 85-87. Brann tells the story
full of remorse: "And the father kissed the dead lips of his first born
and knew that he had killed her. And ever in his heart there is a
cry, 'I killed her'!" The incident seems, however, to have led him to
put women on a pedestal even higher than before.
"Milo Hastings, Preface to Brann's Complete Works, Vol. I, p. xvi.
According to Hastings, Porter's "unique mastery of story structure was
all his own, but that richness of figurative speech, particularly those
exaggerated humorous metaphors which make his every paragraph so
delightful, we may well believe to be an Elijah's mantle fallen from
the shoulders of Brann and worn over a new tunic.
"Kunitz and Haycroft, op. cit, p. 97. Also, Gerald Langford, Alias
O. Henry; Biography of William Sidney Porter (New York: The Macmillan Co., 1957), pp. 68-69.
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time, his sympathy for the underdog and his relishing of the role
of David opposing Goliath led him to a spirited defense of religious groups who were picked on by eminently respectable and
powerful denominations, even if this led him to take the part
of those with whom he was theologically less in agreement
against those who were closer to him in attitude and belief.
While conducting an all-out assault on Episcopalianism," he
was ready to defend Jews,18 Catholics,19 and Mormons20 against
their detractors. Eventually, baiting the Baptists of the Waco
Establishment became a major occupation for Brann, a fact
closely related to his early demise.
Brann's religious writing increased in immediate combativeness from a mild application of the "Higher Criticism" of the
19th century, through satire, to livid denunciations of the local
church establishment. One of his few works published outside
The Iconoclast was a free re-telling of the Biblical story, Potiphar's Wife.21 Brann's version rounds out the Biblical characters, works towards realism and continuity in the scenes, and,
in making the story longer and possibly more entertaining, contains certainly no affront to the original.
It is probable that the inevitable fundamentalist attacks on
Brann's Potiphar's Wife evoked the more pointed satires and
parodies on Biblical stories which became prominent features
of The Iconoclast, since Brann knew no response to counterattack except escalation. In these Adam and Eve, Elisha, and
Balaam received light-handed treatment, while Jehovah acquired
some attributes of a practical joker and Jonah of a camp-meeting evangelist.22 When certain Baptists of Waco took to referring to him as the "Apostle of the Devil," Brann reduced this
l7

" 'King Charles the Martyr'," Vol. YIII, pp. 30-47.
"Israel As It Is," Vol. II, pp. 224-233, and "The Jewish-Baiter
Abroad," Vol. Ill, pp. 21-24.
'■'"The A.P.A. Idiocy," Vol. Ill, pp. 12-20. He eventually produced
enough pro-Catholic articles to make a posthumous book: Brann's Defense Against the Enemies of Catholicism" (New York; The Brann
Publishers, 1921).
20
"The Mormons of Mexico," Vol. IV, pp. 15-21.
"Published separately as Potiphar's Wife: Story of Joseph Revised
(San Antonio: Guessaz & Ferlet [18941), it is the first item in Brann's
Complete Works, Vol. I, pp. 1-16.
22
"Jonah's Gourd," Vol. II, pp. 94-99; "A Biblical Bear Story,"
Vol. II, pp. 277-281; "Adam and Eve," Vol. I, pp. 226-231; and "Balaam's
Ass," Vol. I, pp. 285-302.
18
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simply to "The Apostle" and used the appelation for himself
thereafter until his death.
Adding variety to his single parodies, the Apostle reported
that during the night of September 7-8, 1893, he had had a
vision: he had been drawn up by Jacob's ladder to Heaven,
where Saint Peter greeted him warmly in hopes of getting a
good write-up from a newspaper, King David wanted him to
meet Mrs. David No. 923, while stalwarts of the faith from
Abraham through John Calvin revealed their feet of clay in
various fashions. As a panoramic satire, the piece rather limps
along, and the writer seems to be straining for items with shock
value. As The Apostle was ready to leave Heaven, a winged
seraph approached and told him confidentially:
[T]o give you a straight deal, I think all the respectable
people are in hell. And to tell you truly, I believe they
are far happier down there than this jack-pot of pious
murderers and sanctified hypocrites up here.
Of
course, the climatic conditions are not conducive of
extasy, but the society is infinitely more select.23
The account of another of the Apostle's visions, however, is
more successful from a literary standpoint in presenting on a
sustained theme a parable of the type developed by critics of the
church Establishment from Erasmus to Dostoyevsky. It was
also positively guaranteed to bring the wrath of fundamentalist
and prohibitionist Protestantism down on the Apostle's head.
In this vision, Jesus of Nazareth, in the course of a year's new
wandering on earth, stops in at The Iconoclast office. In the
dialogue which ensues, Jesus notes how he has felt unwelcome
among Christians of what is unmistakeably the Establishment.
In attempting to attend a discussion by the Dallas Pastors' Association, he had been permitted because of his unkempt appearance only to sweep out the room and stand in the hall.
Earlier, in Washington, D. C., he had attempted to visit Dr.
Talmadge, a leading theologian:
I had heard much of him and expected to find him toiling early and late among the poor and the wretched,
the suffering of the Capital city. When I called at his
residence the servant told me that his master could not
be disturbed — said there had been a dozen tramps
there that moming. ... I went to hear the great man
23

"A Vision of Heaven," Vol. II, pp. 22-27.
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preach, but the usher told me there was a mission
church around the corner where my spiritual wants
would be attended to. If I failed to find a seat there
I could stand on the street-corner and hear the Salvation Army beat the brass-drum and sing, "Come to
Jesus."
Worse, from the standpoint of affronting the faithful Fundamentalists, the Jesus of Brann's vision preferred scientific explanations to the literal truth of the Bible in clearing up mysteries; "Noah? There was no such man. By the shifting of the
earth's axis about 16,000 years ago a portion of the Asiatic continent was overflowed." And probably still worse, from the
standpoint of temperance enthusiasts in Brann's environment,
Jesus accepted and apparently enjoyed a glass of beer in The
Iconoclast office; "'That is very refreshing,' he commented as
he wiped the foam from his black beard with his sleeve. . . . [but]
he declined a second glass, saying gently, 'We should not abuse
the good things of life.'"24
Eventually, Brann acquired more notoriety than he could
healthily live with. Erasmus, after all, wrote of the imaginary
confrontation between Julius II and Saint Peter in Latin for a
friendly audience of students, while Dostoyevsky's Grand Inquisitor was a very safe number of centuries and countries away
from 19th century Russia. Orthodox Protestant elements which
Brann was goading, on the other hand, were much closer to their
tormentor. Ultimately a local case with appropriate aspects of
pathos drew the lines between The Iconoclast and a group of its
enemies with utter finality.
Baylor University in Waco was the center of activity for a
Baptist group which was intently set upon converting Brazilian
Catholics to the Baptist faith. They achieved a certain success
| in their endeavors, in the course of which a Brazilian widow al>i IniVPr)
/-w'M daughter,
,,L
a j rrr
•
,
lowed Vmu
her fInmn
then ^l^T7r^v»
eleven-year-old
Antonia
Teixeira,
to
go to Waco, in order to receive training and subsequent education at Baylor which would enable her to convert more Brazilian Papists upon her return home.25
The Iconoclast printed accounts to the effect that things had
gone rather badly for Antonia in Waco: that she had been put
24

"Christ Comes to Texas," Vol. I, pp. 70-80
"'"Antonia Teixeira." Vol. II, pp. 288-291 with some refinements in
The Teixeira-Morns Case," Vol. V, pp. 81-88.
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as a scullery maid in the kitchen of Baylor University; that she
had given birth to an illegitimate child, naming the brother of
the University President's son-in-law as the father in consequence of rape commited. In his inimitable style Brann drew the
obvious conclusion that Baylor's missionary efforts in the
Teixeira Case had been mis-directed:
Better a thousand times that she should have remained
in Brazil to say her pater nosters in the Portugese
tongue; better that she should have wedded a watercarrier in her native land and reared up sturdy sons
and daughters to the church of Rome, than to have been
transported to Texas to breed illegitimate Baptists.26
By this time Brann was well on the way to attaining his
eventual circulation of 90,000 and was in a position to do the
University's PR a bit of serious damage. Baptist Church and
University spokesmen predictably denounced The Iconoclast,
but a substantial segment of public opinion seems to have supported Brann. Later, a jury voted seven to five to convict the
accused of the charges the girl had sworn against him.27 Antonia
had been turned out of the University's gates well before; soon
her child died at the home of a Catholic woman who had taken
her in, which provided mateidal for still another Iconoclast blast
at the University.28 Before the case was retired after the first
jury's failure to reach a verdict, Antonia was persuaded to sign
a retraction and leave for Memphis; whereupon The Iconoclast
clearly implied that bribery and something like coercion had
brought about the settlement.29
Feelings ran very high about Brann's attack on Baylor University and its seemingly hypocritical ways. The town, built
around the university as it was, was generally repelled by
Brann's attacks on its most distinctive institution, and when
Brann made his direct attack upon the President of the University, he was ostracized openly. In October 1897, after an
Iconoclast article had expressed the hope that Baylor would not
"continue to manufacture ministers and Magdalenes,"30 a mob
26
"Antonia Teixeira," Vol. II, p. 292.
27
"The Teixeira-Morris Case," Vol. V,
28

pp. 81-83.
"The Teixeira-Morris Case," Vol. Ill, pp. 225-226.
29"The
Teixeira Affidavit," Vol. VI, pp. 125-132.
3C
G. P. Gerald, "The Passing of William Cowper Brann, written
for a' final edition of The Iconoclast after Brann's death, which his
friends published; included in Brann's Complete Works, Vol. XII, pp.
51-52.
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of University supporters "laid forcible hands on Brann and
compelled him to sign humiliating admissions and apologies."31
This is not to say that Brann did not have his supporters;
Judge G. P. Gerald, a Brann-believer, shot and killed Jimmy and
Billy Harris, owners and editors of the town's newspaper which
had counter-attacked The Iconoclast.32 He killed them in an
open gunfight, in the heart of this Texas town which Brann had
adopted as being probably more culturally inclined than any
other in the state. Soon afterwards, as The Apostle appeared
on the streets of Waco, he was shot in the back and fatally
wounded. Never one to let an attack go unrequited, he reached
for his own gun as the bullet struck him and returned the shot
of his antagonist, Captain Tom Davis.33 Both men died from
wounds received that day, April 1, 1898.

That is only one account of Brann's death, however, and variations of the Brann legend told today in Waco bring a hired
gunfighter, accompanying the bright and brilliant young man
like a shadow, into the picture. According to one oral tradition,
it was this gunfighter who killed Captain Davis on that fateful
day in 1898, when Davis confronted Brann in this fashion:
Captain Davis passed Brann's office and Brann said something
to
him; Davis continued on down the street. Brann shortly left
lB
his office and followed Davis, with his gunman, who was dressed
all in black with black holsters on both hips containing sixshooters and a black hat along with a black neckerchief, following closely behind him. Davis called to Brann, and the gunfight
started. In the oral account, the matter of who fired first remains obscure. There is some question, generally, as to whether
Brann actually fired or not since he was not known to carry a
pistol; however, there is no dispute concerning the fact that after
a all of the firing was complete Tom Davis had emptied his gun
M
I'll
31
Ibid. and "Brann and Baylor," Waco Tribune, October 9 1897'
reproduced in Brann's Complete Works, Vol. XII, p. 29. Brann's own
account of the incident is "Brann vs. Baylor: Revolvers, Ropes and
Religion," Vol. X, pp. 77-96.
32
Kunitz and Haycroft, op. cit, p. 98.
33
Shaw, op. cit., p. 8 and Vol. XII, p. 113. This final volume includes• a number
of *eye-witness
accounts of the shooting,
which die
are dL
at
. , - each
ji
a variance with
other.
Aa particularly uij-v;
disputedoxiig,
pointw iiiL-Xi
is whether
Brann insulted Davis beforehand. There is enough evidence in the
accounts to point to W. H. Ward, Brann's business manager, who was
with him at the time, as the probably real-life figure who became the
man m black m the present day oral tradition mentioned below
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and was lying in the street dying. According to the legend,
Brann's gunman disappeared and was never seen again, leaving
Brann to be looked upon as a killer by many people whose low
esteem for him because of his sharp pen and tongue was not
changed by his own death.
By and large, surviving written accounts of Brann's career
tend to make him into something of a martyr for the free expression of ideas. The oral tradition in Waco, however, is less
kind to the Apostle's memory, and there is visual evidence that
reflects the fact that Waco was not quick to forgive Brann for
his attacks upon Baylor University and the Establishment.
Brann was buried in Waco's Oakhill Cemetery, and his tombstone still stands. Chips on the monument showing that people
shot his tombstone testify to bitterness against The Iconoclast
even after Brann was buried. Brann was, after all, a provocative man, and in his devotion to smashing "false idols", he could
not help but enrage those who considered his "false idols" to be
true ideals. Still, all his low blows, excesses, and prejudices notwithstanding, Brann's works continue to give life to the concepts
of Romanticism, Populism, and Victorianism, in the way that
only passionate advocacy can give life to abstractions.
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THE COURT-MARTIAL OF ADAM STEPHEN,
MAJOR-GENERAL, CONTINENTAL ARMY
Robert Lisle
In 1974 Virginia will begin to celebrate the Bicentennial of
the War of Independence. Historical societies from Williamsburg to Winchester are even now dusting off their relics of
the Revolution and planning to sing the praises of their local
heroes. We in the Shenandoah Valley will be paying special
attention to General Adam Stephen,1 who founded Martinsburg
and fought under Washington in 1776 and 1777.
When the Revolution broke out, Stephen, with the rank of
colonel, was given command of the 4th Virginia Militia, one
of seven regiments formed in the state. He was first commissioned, however, in 1754, when he served as a captain in
the Virginia Militia under Lieutenant-Colonel George Washington on the Ohio Expedition against the French and Indians.2
As second-in-command to Washington, Stephen held the rank
of major at the battle of Fort Necessity (July 1754).3 With
Washington, he participated in Braddock's defeat at the battle
of the Monongahela (July 7, 1775), where he was seriously
wounded. Promoted to lieutenant-colonel shortly afterwards,
he assumed command of Fort Cumberland.4 In 1757 Stephen
1
Two articles on the life of Stephen have been published by natives
of Martinsburg: F. B. Voegele, "Washington's Chairs and Adam
Stephen," Autograph Collectors' Journal, IV.2 (Winter 1952) 26-29'
and Mary Vernon Mish, "General Adam Stephen, Founder of Martinsburg, West Virginia," West Virginia History, XXII.2 (January 1961),
2-16. The present writer gratefully acknowledges the kindness of May
B. Cheeseman, Secretary of the Gen. Adam Stephen Memorial Association, for providing copies of these two articles as well as some
other material.
"Stephen was then about 30 or 35 years of age; Washington, a
fledgling of 22, who was then for the first time commanding troops
m the field. For Stephen's early life, see Voegele, p. 27; and Douglas
Southall Freeman, George Washington: A Biography (New YorkCharles
Scribner's Sons, 1948), 1.345 f.
3
Stephen distinguished himself by capturing a French officer, Major
Druillon, just prior to the battle (Mish, p. 3, note 7).
When his authority was challenged by Capt. John Dagworthy, who
claimed to outrank him by virtue of a commission from His Royal
Majesty, Washington, as Commander-in-Chief of the Virginia Militia
had to travel 500 miles to Boston to get a ruling from the commander
of all British troops in America.
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participated in the Cherokee War in South Carolina and in
1758 was present at the capture of Fort Duquesne; in 1759-60
he saw service in western Pennsylvania, and then in 1761 he
was again fighting the Cherokees in South Carolina and what
is now Tennessee.5 After the signing of a peace treaty with
the Cherokees, Stephen returned to civilian life; but he was
back on active duty in the fall of the following year, and led
500 men from the Shenandoah Valley to Fort Pitt (formerly
Fort Duquesne) in the summer of 1763 during Pontiac's War.6
He next saw military action in 1774 as second-in-command to
Lord Dunmore, then Governor of Virginia, in the campaign
against the Indians of the Ohio territory.7 In 1776 the Revolutionary commander who finally expelled Dunmore's forces from
the Virginia coast was his fellow-Scot, Colonel Adam Stephen.8
After taking part in the battles of Trenton (Dec. 25, 1776)
and Princeton (Jan. 3, 1777), Stephen became a division commander on February 19, 1777.9 The army with Washington
in New Jersey and Pennsylvania in 1777 numbered only about

"Voegele, p. 27,
''Ibid., p. 28. The almost general unfairness of recent historians toward Stephen is illustrated by the article under his name in M. M.
Boatner's Encyclopedia of the American Revolution (New York: David
McKay, 1966): "... As early as 1763 Stephen had been suspected of
making theatrical moves of no military value (Freeman, Washington,
IV.313) . . . ." The last eleven words are Freeman's. Freeman, loc.
cit., refers only to a letter (which he quotes in part in III.98) written
by Washington on Aug. 13, 1763, to "his loyal admirer" (Freeman's
words in 111.55) Robert Stewart. The pertinent portions read as follows: ". . . Col. Stephen, whose military courage and capacity (says
the Governor) is well established . . . , immediately upon the Indians
retiring, advanced to Fort Cumberland with 200 or 250 militia in great
parade and will doubtless achieve some signal advantage of which the
public will soon be informed." Stewart replied in the same tone qf
sarcasm on September 3, 1763, from Philadelphia: ". , . Some turgid
accounts of the mighty achievements of S's parties have already reached this place, but his letters do not make that impression they used
to do." Both men were still annoyed with Stephen for presuming to
campaign against Washington for a seat in the House of Burgesses in
1761. These letters, reeking of personal bias, are hardly sound evidence for the general charge of "making theartical moves of no military value."
7
Mish, p. 10.
Hbid. p. 11. Stephen was promoted to brigadier-general in September
of 1776.
^Journals of the Continental Congress, Vn.133: ". . . Congress proceeded to the election of five majors general; and the ballots being
taken, the following gentlemen were duly elected: Lord Stirling,
Thomas Mifflin, Arthur St. Clair, Adam Stephen, Benjamin Lincoln."
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11,000 men, who were divided into five divisions.10 On the
march from New Jersey toward Philadelphia (July-August
1777), Stephen had charge of two divisions, his own and Lincoln's. The only major engagements in which he participated
as a division commander were those of the Brandywine (Sept.
11, 1777) and Germantown (Oct. 4, 1777). Three weeks after
Germantown he was made the subject of a court of inquiry,
and three weeks later he was sentenced by a court-martial to
dismissal from the Continental Army.
The accusations placed against him at the court-martial concexmed his performance on the march from New Jersey, at
the Brandywine, and at Germantown. The court of inquiry
which preceded the court-martial was charged as follows
... to enquire into the conduct of Major General
Stephen, on the march from the Clove to Schuylkill falls,
in the action of the 11th of September last on the
Brandywine, and more especially in the action of the
4th instant at and about Germantown, on which
occasion he is charged with "Acting unlike an officer."
Also into the charge against him for "Drunkenness, or
drinking so much, as to act frequently in a manner, unworthy the character of an officer.
The accusations against Stephen having been substantiated to
their satisfaction, the court of inquiry recommended a General

10
The other four divisions were commanded by Majors-General
Nathanael Greene, William Alexander Lord Stirling, John Sullivan,
and Benjamin Lincoln. The latter was transferred to the Northern
Army before the battle of the Brandywine. See John Reed, Campaign
to Valley Forge, July 1, 1777 - December 19, 1777 (Philadelphia: Univ.
of Pennsylvania Press, 1965), p. 20.
"John C. Fitzpatrick (ed.), The Writings of George Washington
from the Original Manuscript Sources, 1745-1799 (Washington, D. C.:
U. S. Government Printing Office. 1931-39), IX.435. The court of inquiry, at which Major-General Greene presided, met on Oct. 26. Only
ten days previously Stephen was in charge of the victory parade of
the whole army ordered by Washington to celebrate the defeat of
Burgoyne at the battle of Freeman's Farm (Reed, p. 264).
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Court-Martial,12 which met on November 3rd,13 Major-General
John Sullivan presiding.14 The court-martial heard the same
charges that were brought before the court of inquiry. The
trial lasted two weeks (until November 17). The verdict was
announced in General Orders published on November 20:15
The Court having considered the charges against Major
General Stephen, are of opinion, that he is guilty of unofficer-like behaviour, in the retreat from Germantown, owing to inattention, or want of judgment; that
he has been frequently intoxicated since in the service,
to the prejudice of good order and military discipline;
. . . therefore sentence him to be dismissed the service. The Court find him not guilty of any other crimes
he was charged with, and therefore acquit him, as to
all others, except the two before mentioned. The Commander in Chief approves the sentence.
It should be noted that both in the charges before the court
of inquiry and in the verdict of the court-martial a clear distinction is made between his conduct at Germantown and the
imputation of excessive drinking; to conclude that his "inattention or want of judgment" at Germantown was the result of intoxication is unwarranted.16 If drunkenness were
'-The same panel of officers that had been appointed to try BrigadierGeneral Anthony Wayne, who was one rank lower than Stephen, were
assigned, after Wayne's acquittal, to determine the fate of the MajorGeneral: ". . . The delay that may arise from the appointment of new
members, and the impracticability of changing the General Officers,
without introducing those who have already been on the court of enquiry, relative to the same charges, renders it necessary that this trial
should be before the same court." (General Orders appointing the
court; Fitzpatrick, IX.493). Stephen later observed in a letter to
Henry Laurens, "The Majority of the Court were Officers of one or
two Campaigns Standing; there were four Lt. Colonels, which is unprecedented in any Service." {Papers oj the Continental Congress —
hereafter cited as PCC — Item 162, p. 236).
13
Reed (p. 312) writes that the trial "set for October 26, was postponed until November 3." He seems to be confusing the court of inquiry with the court-martial; there is no evidence of a postponement.
Wayne's trial occupied the court from the 23rd to the 30th of October.
"It is one of history's little ironies that Stephen, on September 20th
(long before he could have suspected that he would be facing courtmartial charges) addressed a letter to Sullivan expressing disbelief at
reports that Sullivan intended to resign; he praised Sullivan in a tone
that rings with sincerity: ". . . Upon the whole, I assure you without
flattery, to which I am a stranger, there is not a Major General in the
Army under whose Command or with whose assistance I would conduct an enterprise sooner than General Sullivan. . . . Do not entertain
a thought of resigning . . . ." (PCC 160.73 f.)
"Fitzpatrick, X.89.
"Voegele (p. 28) made specific reference to this point.
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proven at Germantown, clearly that finding would have been
used to strengthen the wording of "frequently intoxicated since
in the service".
Three brigadiers and two major-generals (including Stephen)
faced charges after what was thought to be a near-victory at
Germantown turned into a twenty-mile retreat.17 All but
Stephen were either acquitted with apologies or at least allowed to keep their commands.18 But Washington seems to
have been pleased with the convictions he got; three days
after he approved the verdict of Stephen's court-martial he
sent off to Congress a list of officers dismissed from the Army
"since the action of the 4th instant" (i.e., the battle of Germantown), adding, "I flatter myself that these examples will involve many favourable and beneficial consequences. . . ."19 It
is perhaps significant that of the five general officers tried
by courts of inquiry at this time, Stephen, the one who was
found guilty, was the only one whose indictment included a
reference to Germantown.20
The vagueness of the accusation against Stephen (at least
as it was publicized) for his conduct at Germantown — "acting
unlike an officer"; "unofficerlike behaviour, in the retreat
from Germantown, owing to inattention, or want of judgment"
— arouses speculation.21 The comprehensiveness of the original set of charges, which covered the period from late July
to early October, indicates that his general behavior rather
^Freeman, IV.535; cf. IV.513, note 146: ". . . On charges of cowardice
or misconduct at Germantown, four Virginians in addition to Stephen
were among those brought before 'infinite resulting court-martials,' as
St. Clair termed them . . . , but three of the four were acquitted."
"Washington's disappointment was acute (especially with Gates winning
victories over Burgoyne); he wrote to the President of Congress on
Oct. 7: "... It is with much chagrin and mortification, I add, that
every account confirms the opinion, I at first entertained, that our
Troops retreated at the instant, when Victory was declaring herself
in lsour favOT . . . ." (FCC 152 (5) 89 ff.)
Brigadier-General William Maxwell was one of these. He was tried
before a court of inquiry for being "once disguised in liquor in such
manner as to disqualify him in some measure from doing his duty"
(Reed, p. 256). The court was so divided that it could not reach a verdict
and had to refer the case to Washington, who, "prejudiced as he was
against excessive indulgence" (ibid.), ordered a court-martial. But
Maxwell
was acquitted by the formal court.
18
PCC 152 (5).200.
20
Freeman, IV.535. The accusations against Maxwell concerned his
behavior at the Brandywine (ibid., p. 480).
"Freeman observed (1V.513, note 146): "The minutes of the court
have not been found and probably were destroyed . . . ."
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than any specific act (of omission or of commission) was being: called into question. Had the original charges been limited
to his actions at Germantown, his conviction would have seemed
more damning. It should also be noted that the verdict of the
court-martial referred only to the retreat from Germantown,
not the attack. The words "inattention or want of judgment"
in the verdict imply an act of omission, and when interpreted
in the context of a retreat they suggest that Stephen may
have been accused for endangering his troops by not ordering
a withdrawal as soon as he should have.22 The sometimes excessive daring Stephen displayed throughout his military career
allows us to view this possibility as at least consistent with
his general behavior. If such is not the explanation for the
charge of "inattention or want of judgment," the alternative
is to suppose that Stephen was court-martialed for failing to
control his troops during the retreat. But the retreat was a
rout, and the panic was such that officers lost control of their
men28; under these circumstances almost any officer could have
been court-martialed, if the charge against Stephen is to be interpreted in this way.
The trials both of Major-General Sullivan and of BrigadierGeneral Maxwell before courts of inquiry at this time were
prompted by denunciations from their subordinate officers24;
the same may have been true of Stephen. The two brigadiers
subordinate to Stephen were Woodford and Scott.2s Though
Woodford was appointed colonel of the 2nd Virginia Regiment
seven months before Stephen was named colonel of the 4th,
Woodford did not gain promotion to brigadier until a week
after Stephen became a major-general.26 Stephen's brigade

22

B. J. Lossing, in The Pictorial Field-Book of the Revolution (New
York: Harper, 1859), reports; "The divisions under Greene and
Stephen were the last that retreated." (11.112).
23
Freeman, IV.510 f.
24
On Sullivan, see Reed, pp. 254 f. Freeman (IV.535, note 83) wrote
that Maxwell's "chief accuser appears to have been Maj. William
Heth", one of his own officers.
"Fitzpatrick, VIII.100, (General Orders of May 22, 1777).
^For Woodford's promotions, see PCC 33.213; for the date of
Stephen's appointment as colonel, Army return in the National Archives
(No. 37406659); for his promotion to major-general, note 9, supra.
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commander must have felt some jealousy, if not bitterness.27
As for Scott, Freeman notes28 that three days after the battle
of Germantown (and still almost three weeks before Stephen's
court of inquiry) Stephen sent a letter to Washington "excoriating Brigadier General Charles Scott."
Stephen himself considered Washington responsible for his
dismissal.29 Freeman writes,30 "While the Commander-in-Chief
did not say so in any published word, he undoubtedly was glad
to be rid of Stephen. . .
Stephen's military plans and
operations had begun to infuriate Washington from the time
of his first major engagement only three months after he
joined Washington's army. Just before the attack at Trenton
(Dec. 25, 1776) Stephen sent a patrol across the Delaware on
reconnaissance (or to retaliate for the killing of one of his
men). Washington almost lost his temper: "You, sir, may
have ruined all my plans by having put them on their guard!"31
Stephen's selection by Congress for the rank of major-general
was not necesarily supported by the Commander-in-Chief.32
Two months after this promotion Washington addressed the
following letter to Stephen:33
... It ever was against my inclination, for an Officer to
attempt any thing against the Enemy, without the
Knowledge and Consent of the Officer immediately
commanding him; I wish therefore that you will endeavor to prevent the practice, by which Capt. Flahen
is missing, nor ever permit another to attempt a Similar
Affair without bringing him to severe account. Here
I must take the liberty to inquire, whether the orders
I some time past sent you, directing an immediate inquiry to be made into the cause of some of our parties
retreating on the approach of the Enemy, have been
complied with. Both you and Genl. Maxwell thought
that there was misbehaviour somewhere; which per2T
Woodford was wounded at Brandywine (Freeman, IV.482) and was
still out of action on Oct. 7 (PCC 152 (5).91). If Woodford were one
of Stephen's accusers, his absence from the Germantown encounter may
have been part of the reason for including in the charges against
Stephen his conduct in the march from New Jersey and at the Brandywine
— charges that were judged not proven by the court-martial.
2S
IV.512, note 138.
29
Letter to Henry Laurens, Dec. 6, 1777 (PCC 162.235 f.)
30
IV.536.
31
Ibid., p. 313.
32
Robert Howe of North Carolina was appointed brigadier-general
without
Washington's blessing, for example (Freeman, IV.536).
33
April 26, 1777 (Fitzpatrick, VII.473 f.).
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suaded me that the inquiry would meet with no delay.
Disappointed in this, 1 must insist, that it be made without loss of time, and sent up, that punishment, if deserved, may be inflicted.
I am very sorry that my orders have been too
frequently unattended to, and most sincerely wish that
in future no cause for a Similar Complaint may exist.
I am &ca.

Washington, it is true, took a hard line with all his generals.
But in reply to a written report from Stephen describing the
success of a "mission of his own devising," an attack on the
British camp at Piscataway (between Brunswick and Amboy,
New Jersey), "the Commander-in-Chief wrote . . . such a letter
he never had been called upon to address to a subordinate"
Dear Sir: Your acount of the attempt upon the Enemy
at Piscataway is favourable, but I am sorry to add,
widely different from those I have had from others
(Officers of distinction) who were of the party. I cannot by them learn that there is the least certainty of
the Enemy's leaving half the Slain upon the Field, you
speak of in your letter of this date; that instead of an
orderly retreat, it was (with the greatest part of the
detachment) a disorderly route, and, that the disadvantage was on our side, not the Enemy's, who had
notice of your coming and was prepared for it, as I expected. I am &ca.35

•'■ 'Freeman, IV.417.
35
Fitzpatrick, VIII.53. The letter, dated May 12, 1777, was written
the same day as Stephen's report. Fitzpatrick adds (ibid., note 90):
"Stephen wrote again (May 14) about the Piscataway fight and insisted on the truth of his former report. He claimed that his troops
were forced to retire for lack of support from those who deliberately
held off half a mile distant, and intimated that the reports contrary
to his own came from the officers who failed to support him." This
evidence of friction between Stephen and his fellow-officers lends some
support to the theory that Stephen's court-martial was not the result
of his own misconduct so much as the culmination of an antagonism
felt against him. This antagonism is still reflected in the recent works
of historians; James T. Flexner, in George Washington in the American
Revolution, 1775-1783 (Boston: Little, Brown, 1967), p. 220 (footnote),
introduces his citation of Washington's letter with these words:
. .
Washington habitually upbraided him for disobeying orders, making
false reports, etc. To take one example, ..." — and then he quotes
this letter of May 12, 1777. Not only does Flexner make it appear that
this communication, acknowledged by Freeman to have been unique,
was typical of the kind that passed between Washington and Stephen;
his use of the word "habitually", on the bases of the evidence available,
is unworthy of a professional historian.
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A few days later Stephen was asked to submit the plan of
attack for an operation he intended to launch; he received the
following reaction from Washington:36
Sir: Yours with the plan for the attack upon Bergen
is this moment come to hand. 1 see many difficulties
to prevent the matter's being carried effectually into
execution. ... In my opinion therefore, the enterprise
had better be laid aside, for I really think it would end
in our being worsted, if the Enemy were prepared to
receive us, or of their getting out of our way if they
were not. I am &ca.
On May 24, 1777, the Commander-in-Chief wrote to MajorGeneral Stephen in this vein :37
. . . The Letter written to Genl. Muhlenberg &ca. was
by my order, a compliance is expected. . . . Your apprehension of the Enemy taking possession of New Ark
and Elizabeth Town, with a view of holding them, does
not strike me at all. . .; the other consideration of opening the intercourse, or rather making it more open with
New York, has weight, but is over balanced by others
of a more powerful nature. . . .
Stephen continued to make his recommendations known to the
Commander, even though they were treated repeatedly with
condescension if not contempt.
But this evidence presents only a part of the picture. Washington relied upon Stephen for missions involving great responsibility. On the retreat through New Jersey in early
December of 1776 Stephen and Lord Stirling commanded the
rear guard that protected the army as it crossed the Delaware.38 In the attack on Trenton (Christmas Day, 1776)
Stephen led the advance party, whose mission was to spike
or capture the British cannon guarding Trenton; the success
of the whole operation might have depended on this action.
"The brigades of Mercer and Lord Stirling . . . were in support of Stephen."39 In the spring of 1777 Stephen was entrusted with a spy-running operation to gain intelligence from
New York and Brunswick40; in the month of April alone he
36

Pitzpatrick, VIII.80 f.
Ibid., VIII.119 f.
38
Ihid., VI.331.
30
Jbid., p. 438, note 86.
40
Ibid., VII.462; PCC 152 (4).99, 103, 107 [= PCC 169 (3).169-173],
37
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disbursed $200 to support this operation.41 When General
Lincoln was re-assigned to the Northern Army in late July, it
was Stephen to whom Washington gave the responsibility to
march Lincoln's division, along with his own, from New Jersey
to Philadelphia; as Howe's army was already en route, the
earliest possible arrival of the maximum number of effective
troops was of extreme importance to Washington.12 At the
battle of the Brandywine Stephen proved his mettle in the
sector of hardest fighting, as General Sullivan testified in his
report.13
At Germantown Stephen was subordinate to Nathanael Greene,
who commanded the entire left wing of Washington's army.14
As Greene was senior to Stephen in date of rank and was the
associate Washington "esteemed most",45 the mission given
Stephen implied no denigration of his abilities as a general.
What he did, or did not do, to occasion his dismissal from the
Continental Army for "unofficer-like behavior in the retreat
from Germantown" may never be known, but it can be clearly
demonstrated that Stephen's reputation has been sacrificed to
the whims of historians overeager to fill in the details. In a
recent work that examines the battle of Germantown at some
length Stephen's actions are described as follows:
General Stephen was so utterly drunk as to impair his
worth completely. Stephen gave conflicting orders,
which embarrassed his troops from the start. So nonsensical were some of these commands, and so contrary
to Greene's express orders, that many officers, recognizing Stephen's condition, refused to obey. As a result of Stephen's incapacitation, his division diverged
to the right from the anticipated line of advance, and
"John Bakeless, Turncoats, Traitors, and Heroes (Philadelphia and
New York: Lippincott, 1959), p. 171. Major-General Lincoln spent
$450 in May.
"Fitzpatrick, Vin.462. Troop dispositions in New Jersey may have
been a factor in assigning Lincoln's division to Stephen.
"Reed (pp. 134 f.) quotes Sullivan's report; "[The generals] exerted
themselves beyond description to keep up [the weakening morale of
their men] .... Five times did the enemy drive our troops from the
hill, and as often was it regained, the summit often disputed almost
muzzle to muzzle. . . . The general fire of the line had lasted an hour
and forty minutes ... in such manner that General Conway [a French
professional who had served in campaigns in Europe] says he never
saw so close and severe a fire. On the right, where General Stephen
was, it was long and severe, and on the left considerable . . . ." Even
Freeman has a good word for Stephen here (IV.482).
"Freeman, IV.505.
i5
Ibid., p. 585.
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instead of hooking up with Wayne's left as prescribed,
the division arrived in Wayne's rear.46
If the author has evidence for any of this, he fails to cite
it. No clue pointing to the existence of such evidence appears
in Freeman.47 The findings of the court-martial, it will be recalled, were that "he has been frequently intoxicated since in
the service, to the prejudice of good order and military discipline." Re was not charged with being drunk at Germantown, nor with ever being unfit for duty by reason of intoxication; his alleged drunkenness was of military concern only
to the extent that he set a bad example for the troops ("to
the prejudice of good order," etc.).
As it involved the battle at Germantown, the verdict of
Stephen's court-martial referred only to the retreat from the
battleground, not to the maneuvers that preceded. After
stating, "The main cause of the retreat probably was that on
the right," Freeman goes on to justify Greene's retreat on
the left, adding: "Apparently the most serious failure on the
left was Stephen's."48 The only evidence Freeman can cite is
a report by one of the combatants: "Everything appeared in
our favor when the unfortunate retreat took place, which cannot yet be accounted for; it is left on General Stephen, who
certainly gave the orders to the left wing."49 These words are
40
Reed, p. 230.
"Stephen's division did not link up properly with Wayne's left; but
the4R fault was not Stephen's, as Freeman explains (rv.512).
IV.511 f.
4<J
Ibid., p. 512, note 143. Freeman then proceeds to distort the findings of the court-martial, as others, following him, have done: "The
principal charge against Stephen was that, if not actually drunk, he
had been drinking so heavily for so long that he was not able to
discharge his duty with sound judgment" (ibid., p. 513). Another participant in the battle, one Hugh McDonald (a lad 14 or 15 years of
age at the time), was supposed to have written the journal, a version
of which (heavily edited, it was admitted) was published in the North
Carolina University Magazine in 1854-55. The history of the manuscript raises serious doubts regarding its authenticity. The original
manuscript cannot be found. The published version, reprinted in
American History Illustrated, 1.2, 3 (May and June 1966), contains the
following comment on Stephen: "That morning we left at the White
Marsh tavern, five miles from Germantown, 5000 chosen men of the
Virginia line, commanded by Gen. Stephens, a Scotchman, who no
doubt had a feeling for his king, who were to join us at a moment's
notice. An express was sent to Gen. Stephens, who was drunk when
it came, to come to our assistance; but instead of obeying, he ordered
his men to retreat to Long Oaks, which cowardly, base, or drunken
movement frustrated our intention of driving the British from Philadelphia that day." (June issue, p. 42). These statements conflict with
well-founded testimony concerning Stephen's advance to the line of
contact.
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hardly conclusive. More convincing is the statement by Washington that Freeman quotes:
"[The fog] occasioned [the
Americans] to mistake one another for the enemy, which, I
believe, more than anything else, contributed to the misfortune
that ensued."50
Major-General Greene, president of the court of inquiry that
recommended a court-martial for Stephen, was Stephen's immediate superior at Germantown as commander of the left
wing of Washington's army. Major-General Sullivan, president of Stephen's court-martial, was in command of the right
wing. Greene and Sullivan, as well as Washington himself,
had the strongest motives for finding a scapegoat51 to bear the
onus of a disappointing and costly defeat.52 The one incident
in the battle that caused the most comment, directing attention
to Stephen's division — though the mistake occurred as the
result of the fog that morning — was the exchange of fire
between Stephen's troops and Wayne's brigade.53
If Stephen's dismissal from the Army were the result of a
need for a scapegoat, rather than a just sentence for inexcusable incompetence, why was Stephen singled out for that role
instead of, say, Anthony Wayne? Washington's antipathy toward Stephen was of long standing.51 Stephen began his letter
of December 6, 1777, to the President of Congress55 with the
words, "It has been my misfortune to become the Object of
hatred of a Person of high Rank" (that can be only Washington) for his outspoken criticism of military operations. Washington, always sensitive to criticism, was particularly so in the

BO

IV.512, note 145.
The word was used by Mish, p. 13. Washington was especially
embarrassed by the defeat at Germantown because it coincided with
Gates's triumph over Burgoyne. "Washington believed Gates to be
hostile and he probably did not underestimate the great increase in
that officer's reputation after the events of September and October
1777" (Freeman, IV.608).
62
Freeman, IV.517: "[American] casualties, including prisoners, were
close to 1100" — about 10% of Washington's army.
B3
Blame for the exchange of fire apparently could not be pinned on
Stephen; his indictment read ". . . in the retreat from Germantown
31

51

See note 6, supra.
PCC 162.235 ff.
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fall and winter of 1777, when the "Conway cabal" surfaced.56
His bitterness toward Conway is expressed almost brutally in
Washington's letter to Gates of February 9, 1778.57 Conway
was apparently called as a witness at Stephen's court-martial,
whether for the defense or the prosecution is not known.58 No
definite evidence can be cited that points to Stephen's direct
involvement in the "Conway cabal," but it is worth noting that
Gates's home, "Travelers' Rest", was in Berkeley County, Virginia, where he was Stephen's neighbor.
On December 4, 1777, Lafayette, at the age of twenty, was
given command of Stephen's division.59 A replacement for
Stephen would otherwise have been difficult to find, for Washington reported to Congress on October 7th that he had two
unfilled vacancies for brigadier-generals and two more for
major-generals.60 On November 1, 1777 — six days after the
start of Stephen's court of inquiry and two days before his
court-martial met — Washington asked Congress for authorization to give Lafayette "a command equal to his Rank"61; he
56
Freeman, IV.607: "The victor of Saratoga tGates] was believed
to be anxious to succeed Washington and was proved, by his own
words, to have corresponded with [Brigadier-General Thomas] Conway.
If [Colonel James] Wilkinson [Gates's aide-de-camp] was to be believed, Gates had been much pleased with Conway's critique of the
failure on the Brandywine and had 'read it in triumph.' . . . [Gates's]
disregard of the channels of command through Washington was deliberate and must have been designed to establish entirely independent
relations with Congress." In a letter of Oct. 28, 1777, Washington
wrote, "[I] cannot help complaining, most bitterly, of Gen. Gates's
neglect in not giving me the earliest authentic advice of [Burgoyne's
surrender] . . . ." (Ibid., p. 546, note 26). On Nov. 4, 1777, in a letter
fr m Washin ton s
°
g ' headquarters,
Col. detractions
Wilkinson which
referredperto
the dissensions,
the jealousies,
calumnies and
vade a certain quarter . . . ." (Ibid., p. 545). On Nov. 8 Washington
learned of Conway's reference to him, in a letter to Gates, as "a weak
General" (Ibid., p. 550). A letter (author unknown) written to Gates
from Reading on Nov. 17 contained this reference to Washington: "Repeated slights and unjustifiable arrogance combined with other causes
to drive from the Army those who would not worship the image and
pay undeserved tribute of praise and flattery to the great and powerful.' (Ibid., p. 559, note 92). In a letter to Gates of Nov. 28 MajorGeneral Thomas Mifflin referred to Conway's "just sentiments" — apparently, notes Freeman, "those expressed in the critical review of the
Brandywine." (Ibid., p. 607, note 106).
"Quoted in part by Freeman, ibid., pp. 601 ff.
58
Ibid., p. 557, note 78. Conway may have been called because he
commanded the brigade to the right of Wayne's at Germantown (Reed,

^Fitzpatrick,
X.138.
eo
PCC 152 (5).91. Wayne, for example, could not be promoted because
Pennsylvania already had its quota of major-generals
61
Ibid., p. 165.
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repeated the request on November 26, six days after he had
approved Stephen's dismissal.62 Lafayette had been with Washington for months before the letter of November 1st, so the
date is perhaps significant. Furthermore, Washington could
have appointed Lafayette to one of the two major-general
vacancies that existed before a replacement for Stephen was
needed; that he did not, suggests that the need to fill these
slots was not as pressing as the need to find a replacement
for Stephen. But if Washington were starting to pave the
way for Lafayette to succeed to Stephen's command as early
as November 1st, the Commander-in-Chief must have felt some
assurance that Stephen would be convicted and dismissed from
the Army even before the court-martial met. The argument
here is too tenuous to be pressed to its ultimate implications,
but it should not be overlooked in a survey of the circumstantial evidence (which, for want of the better kind, must be
considered) surrounding the trial of Adam Stephen.
On Dec. 6, 1777 Stephen addressed the following letter to
Henry Lawrence (Laurens), President of Congress:
Sir,
It has been my misfortune to become the Object of
hatred of a Person of high Pvank, for no reason that
I know, but for delivering my Sentiments on the
Measures pursu'd this Campaign, with that Candour &
boldness which became an Old Officer of Experience,
Who had the Interest of America at heart.
By his Orders I have been tryd, after Serving
thirteen Campaigns with reputation, for Unofficerlike
Behaviour on the March from the Clove to Sculkill,
Unofficerlike behaviour in the Action of Brandywine,
& Unofficerlike behaviour more particularly in the
Battle of Germantown — & for Drunkenness.
It will appear by the proceedings of the Court that
my Conduct in both Actions merited Applause instead
of Censure; & by the testimony of My Aide de Camp
and Other Gentlemen more Conversant with me that I
have not been drunk since I enter'd the Sendee of the
States; and that I was Sober at the very hour & place
where Some Mistaken People Swore I was drunk.
'"Ibid., p. 224. The reference to Lafayette in this letter appears immediately following (and in the same paragraph with) a discussion
of the re-enlistment problem among Virginia units, as though Washington were already identifying Lafayette, in his own mind, with
Stephen's division.
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It will appear that I acted like an Officer of Attention & Judgment on the retreat from Germantown
and 1 have reason to believe that all the Officers of Experience & Judgement on the Court were of that
Opinion. The Majority of the Court were Officers of
one of two Campaigns Standing: There were four Lt.
Colonels, which is unprecedented in any Service.
Your Excellency will be pleas'd to Observe that the
General descends to No particular Charge, but that of
Drunkenness; so that instead of a Court Martial it was
a Court of Inquisition, unparalleled in any Army to the
Westward of Asia.
Without doubt the General did not Consider how
dangerous it was to himself to Establish such a Precedent.
I have only to Assure the Hon"" The Congress of
the United States, that although I am justly disgusted
with the Malevolence of Certain Persons Yet I am Zealously Attach'd to the American Cause & when to Vindicate my Own Character I publish My Case to the World,
& may be naturally led to Expose the Weakness & partiallity of Some Commanders — Yet I hope to be Acquitted of Any Intention of hurting the Interests of America. None of her Officers are willing to go further
lengths to Serve her.
I have the honour to be in great Respect
Sir
Your Most Obedient [and]
humble Servant
Adam Stephen63

63PCC 162.235-237. His court-martial did not prevent Stephen from
maintaining some social and political status in Virginia. Patrick Henry
wrote to Stephen on June 10, 1779, to recommend Capt. Alexander
Spottswood Dandridge, his brother-in-law, as a suitor for the hand of
Stephen's daughter. (Dandridge was a grandson of Gov, Alexander
Spottswood and a close relative of Martha Dandridge Washington.) At
the Virginia Constitutional Convention of 1788 Stephen made two of
the speeches in favor of ratification, and may have been responsible
for acceptance of the document, which passed with a plurality of only
10 votes; if Virginia had not ratified the Constitution, the consequences
might have been dire for the young nation. Stephen died at Martinsburg, the town he founded, on July 16, 1791.
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RUSSIAN NIHILISM AND AMERICAN
ANARCHISM: A BRIEF ENCOUNTER
Dennis P. Reinhartz
At least since 1776 popular mobilization in such forms as
protest, rebellion, and revolution more and more has come to
characterize and influence the course of events in the modern
age. Consequently, the term "revolution" has come into increasing use, misuse, and abuse. Confusion bordering on chaos
concerning the subject generally and specifically is common.
The impact of the phenomena on misnomering and of misnomering in interpreting phenomena has contributed to this
situation. Examples exist in abundance. The first and eventually the greatest revolutionary power of the past two centuries,
and perhaps of all times, — the United States — with strangely mixed results is at times attempting to establish itself in
the posture of a major anti-revolutionary guarantor of the
status quo. Yet another product of revolution — the Soviet
Union — is trying to coerce many of the peoples of the globe
to worship at the altar of a revolution that expired decades
ago. And, historically, but especially in the past twenty years
in theaters as geographically distant from and ideologically
near to each other as the American and Japanese megalopoli,
European "red belts," and Latin American universities, the
followers of the red flag of revolutionary socialism and the
followers of the black flag of anarchism quite often have found
common cause against a common foe; in the course of their
activities these groups have been collectively classified as
"nihilist" for and by the passive majority of society.
It is to a specific instance in the background of the last
mentioned occurrence that the following piece is devoted. It
is intended merely as one view of some of the various relationships existing between revolutionary socialism (including
Bolshevism), anarchism, and populism-nihilism.
On July 7, 1862, little more than one year after the suspension of his radical journal Sovremennik (The Contemporary)
by tsarist authorities, Nikolai Chernyshevsky, the undisputed
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spiritual leader of Russian nihilism and populism, was himself
arrested. For quite some time he was aware of his impending
arrest, but did not run as advised by friends and sympathizers,
nor did he accept the official position abroad offered him by
the Ministry of Education to remove him quietly as a revolutionary force from the Russian scene. Instead he carried on
with his work as best he could, eventually giving himself up
to be arrested and bringing ruin upon himself and his family
rather than forsake his beliefs.1
After his arrest, Chernyshevsky spent twenty-two months
without trial within the confines of the infamous Petropavlosk
Fortress of St. Petersburg, where he wrote probably his finest
work, a Utopian novel, What Is To Be Done?.2 Upon its publication in the reactivated Sovremennik in 1864, after having
passed the official censor as the result of a typical oversight,
Chernyshevsky was tried and found guilty, subjected to a horrible public (mock) execution, and sentenced to hard labor
(1864-1872) and exile (1872-1883) in Siberia. All rested on
the basis of circumstantial, manufactured, or falsified evidence.
Although he was aware of and associated with the various
"subversive" movements of the period, and his ideas did serve
as the inspirational foundations for many of their programs,
Chernyshevsky was never an actual participant or leader as
alleged by the tsarist tribunal which pronounced sentence upon
him. His "guilt," if any, was primarily by association only.
Chernyshevsky's partisans and adversaries in the Russian intellectual community and from around the world firmly agreed
that in his case the government had made a grevious mistake
and gone too far. This episode remained a mark of tsarist
cruelty in the minds of future generations.
After having spent almost half of his independent life in
prison or exile, in 1883 Chernyshevsky was allowed to live in
the more agreeable climate of Astrakhan. One year later, after
ten years of banishment, he was offered a full pardon by the
ilected
^ Works
Chernyshevsky,
Polnoe
sochinenii
("Complete
Col) 16 vols., ed.
by V.sobranie
la. Kirpotkin,
B. P.
Kozmin, P.
I.
Lebedev-Pohanskii, and others, XIV (Moscow: Gosudarstvennoe izdatelstvo Khudozhestvennaia literatura," 1939-1953), p. 463.
e
/<4iru
i Is
Chernyshevsky,
delat'?;
rasskazov
novykh
liudiakh
( What
ro Be Done?;Chto
From
Talesiz About
the oNew
People"),
in
Polnoe sobranie sochinenii, XI. On the Utopian aspects of the novel
see also: J. Frank "N. G. Chernyshevsky: A Russian Utopia," Southern
Review, Vol. III. No. 1 (Jan. 1967), pp. 68-84.
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new tsar, Alexander III, if he would only petition for it.
Chernyshevsky refused to beg for his freedom in the form of
official forgiveness on the grounds that he had committed no
crime other than that of exercising his right of legitimate
dissent. While remaining true to his principles, Chernyshevsky
was not allowed to return to his native Saratov until three
months before his death of a brain hemorrhage on October 17,
1889.
Among American intellectuals, to whom Chernyshevsky's
ideas and deeds were well known, perhaps the most important
leader of the protest against Chernyshevsky's overly harsh
punishment was the anarchist Benjamin R. Tucker (18591936).3 In 1883 it was Tucker, in anticipation of Chernyshevsky's release from Siberian exile, for which he and others
had petitioned the new tsar, who produced the first and only
Englsh translation of What Is To Be Done?.* Tucker, like so
many others of his socio-economic and political orientation, was
completely captivated by the picture of the "new world" and
its inhabitants presented in the novel, but even more so by
the author and his courage; Chernyshevsky was hailed by
Tucker as a "martyr-hero of the modem Revolution."5 Although Tucker respected Chernyshevsky's powerful wide-ranging intellect and commended him for employing it in the service of the masses, it was characteristic of the basic nature
of true anarchism to value selfless libertarian deeds of singular bravery far above the postulation of specific revolutionary
theories and doctrines. In continuing his praise of Chernyshevsky, Tucker said:
Tyranny knows no better use for such an author than
to exile him. But Liberty can still utilize his work.
Tyranny, torture Truth's herald as it may, cannot kill
Truth itself — nay, can only add to its vitality. Chernyshevsky is in isolation, but his glad tidings to the poor
and oppressed are spreading among the peoples of the
earth. . . .6

-For the best source on Tucker's ideas see: B. R. Tucker, Instead of
a Book (New York: 1893).
■'See: Chernyshevsky, What Is To Be Done?; introduction by E. H.
Carr, translation by B. R. Tucker, and revised and abridged by L. B.
Turkevich, Vintage Books (New York: Random House, 1961).
5
Tucker, "Translator's Preface: 1883," What Is To Be Done?, p. xix.
"/bid., p. xx.
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Hence, the activist-voluntarist aspects of Russian nihilism, as
well as its dogmas, were found acceptable to anarchism.7
Chemyshevsky's actions and ideas had a general impact on
the entire anarchist community in the United States, but most
profoundly on Tucker and two Russian-bom American anarchist comrades, Alexander Berkman (1870-1936) and Emma
Goldman (1869-1940). Both Berkman and Goldman had immigrated to the United States as adolescents with their families
and together these two were deported back to Russia on the
same boat in 1919 for their "un-American" activities.8 Both
welcomed the chance to join in the great Bolshevik revolutionary adventure of building a new world and together were
dramatically disillusioned by what they actually encountered,
leaving the Russian "failure" behind in 1921. Both also first
happened upon Chernyshevsky as teenagers.
Goldman described her encounter:
.... my childhood and adolescence were completely obsessed by so-called German morality ... I was so very
German that I wept bitter tears when my people decided
to remove to St. Petersburg. We were living in Kbnigsberg at the time, where I had attended school for six
years, and where I had been spoon-fed on German sentimental and patriotic literature, not to speak of the
hatred inculcated against Russia — the country of those
terrible 'barbarians' and dreadful Nihilists. . . One
year in Russia changed my very being and the whole
course of my life. . . . My spirit caught the white flame
of Russian idealism; Marlit and the Gartenlaube were
abandoned for Tchernyshevsky, Turgeniev, and Gontcharoff. . . .9
Here again it seems to have been What Is To Be Done?
which had the most lasting affect upon these two anarchists.
Berkman consciously modeled his career after that of Cherny-

' Although not directly within the scope of this article, for a similar,
more detailed opinion see also: P. Kropotkin, Memoirs of a Revolutionist, ed. by J. A. Rogers (Gloucester, Mass.: Peter Smith, 1967)
pp. 193-199.
"Goldman was arrested in 1916 for advocating birth control and obstructrng
the draft and Berkman in 1918 for obstructing the draft.
9
E. Goldman, My Disillusionment in Russia, introduction by R. West
biographical sketch by F. Harris, Apollo Editions (New York: Thomas
Y. Crowell Co., 1970), p. xvii. For a good study of Goldman's life see
also; R. Dnnnon, Rebel in Paradise: A Biography of Emma Goldman
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1961).
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shevsky's super-hero Eakhmetov10 and recognized the anarchist
strain running' through this character. However, Berkman believed himself to be even more self-disciplined in his dedication
to the struggle for social justice.11
Chernyshevsky's writings had an even more formative influence on Emma Goldman. It was from Chernyshevsky and
Bakunin that she derived the basis for her militant atheism.
After reading What Is To Be Done? in 1881 she began to
style much of her life after that of Chernyshevsky's "new
woman" and heroine Vera Pavlovna. She served Goldman as
the "embryo of her later anarchism"12 and inspired her future
as a proud and rugged individual. In 1889, to escape a sweatshop typical of those in which many Eastern and Southern
European immigrants were forced to work long hard hours,
Goldman hoped to found a cooperative tailoring establishment
with Berkman in New York on the model of Vera's in Wtmt Is
To Be Done?.1:1
Chernyshevsky's radical aesthetics also held some sway over
the thinking of Berkman and Goldman. They too saw the
only true value of art as stemming from the role it played as
a source of inspiration and education in the popular revolution.
Goldman agreed with the pioneering work of Chernyshevsky
on the places of Gogol, Nekrasov, and Tolstoy in the history
of drama and literature.11 Chernyshevsky once said that Byron
was, because of his profound influence on Pushkin and Lermon10
Cherynshevsky's principal real-life models for Rakhmetov were
Bakunin and himself. For more on Rakhmetov see; D. Reinhartz,
"Rakhmetov in Chernyshevsky's What Is To Be Done?' The Origins,
Meaning, and Historical Impact of the Character," Madison College
Studies and Research, Vol. XXIX—No. 3 (March, 1971), pp. 5-14.
11
A. Berkman, Prison Memoirs of an Anarchist (New York: Mother
Earth Publishing Association, 1912), p. 9.
^Drinnon, Rebel in Paradise, p. 10.
13
E. Goldman, Living My Life, I (New York; Dover Publications,
Inc., 1970), pp. 26-29.
"See: Chernyshevsky, "Ocherki gogolevskogo perioda russkoy literatury" ("Essays on the Gogol Period of Russian Literature"), in Polnoe
sobranie sochinenii. III, pp. 5-309; "Vospominaniia o Nekrasove"
("Recollections about Nekrasov"), "Vospominaniia ob otnosheniiakh
Turgenova k Dobrolyuhovy i o druzhby mezhdu Turgenevym u Nekrasovym" ("Recollections about the Attitude of Turgenev toward Dobrolyubov and about the Rupture in the Friendship between Turgenev and
Nekrasov") and "Zametki o Nekrasove" ("Notes on Nekrasov"), I, pp.
714-754; and "Detstvo i otrochestvo. Sochinenii grafa L. N. Tolstovo.
Voeinnye rasskazy grafa L. N. Tolstovo." ("L. N. Tolstoy's Childhood
and Boyhood and Military Tales"), III, pp. 421-431.
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tov, more prominent in the history of mankind than Napoleon
Bonaparte, but not as important as Gogol. In full accord with
Chernyshevsky, Goldman explained that, like Ibsen, Gogol was
an originator of modern realistic drama and literature. "Gogol
touched the deepest sores of social magnitude. . . ."15
Indeed, Chernyshevsky played a key role in the early maturation of Tucker, Berkman, and Goldman as social revolutionaries. Chernyshevsky's influential position in this process was
reflective of the basic affinity between nihilism and anarchism.
In many ways the primary tendencies of nihilism and anarchism are quite similar. Both laid siege to contemporary civilization to expose and eliminate its flagrant abuses. Nihilism's
negative challenge to established economic, social, political, and
aesthetic values and thought was acceptable to anarchism as
part of the first major step in the destruction of the evils of
the old order. Hence, a figure like Chernyshevsky was esteemed for the breadth and depth of his attack. Conversely,
the populist-nihilists were acutely aware of the common cause
which they had with the anarchists. Grounding their views on
like philosophical foundations, both groups ultimately sought
through emancipation and elevation to better the lot of the
masses. For example, Goldman was in accord with Chernyshevsky's belief that the quests for feminine equality, religious
toleration, minority rights, and such were all components of
a much larger struggle to eliminate social injustice in the
human community. The achievement of human freedom and
dignity was of the highest priority, and to this mission nihilists
and anarchists alike unselfishly consecrated their minds, bodies,
and fates.16
It was likewise at this juncture, where the bonds between
anarchism and nihilism seemed strongest, that the essential
differences between them were most evident. Atlhough having
15

E. Goldman, The Social Significance of Modem Drama (Boston;
Richard
G. Badger, 1914), p. 274.
l6
In 1920 while Emma Goldman was touring the Petropavlosk Fortress her thoughts automatically turned to the brave people, the nihilists
like Chernyshevsky and the anarchists like Bakunin, who had been
ruthlessly incarcerated there. She then realized that although the
nihilists and anarchists were essentially of one mind in their conception
of human freedom, the Bolsheviks held no such view. Prophetically
she mused, "So the dream of those who had given their lives for the
liberation of Russia had not come true after all." Thus, she eventually
came to see Bolshevism as the oppugnation of individual liberty. See:
Goldman, My Disillusionment with Russia, p. 81.
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similar objctives, nihilism and anarchism had distinguishable
methods of reaching them. True anarchism spontaneously and
violently rejected almost all forms and sources of authority
as corruptive of freedom whereas, nihilism was more doctrinaire, reform oriented, and gradualist in its approach. Contrary
to popular belief, and as testified to by the many detailed
"manifestoes" left behind by the nihilists, they usually did not
launch an attack against an institution without having some
viable alternative to offer in its place. Taking this fact into
consideration, perhaps one of the major reasons for the popularity enjoyed by Chernyshevsky and some of his major
radical disciples like D. I. Pisarev (1841-1868) and P. N.
Tkachev (1844-1886) among anarchists was that these nihilists
did not fail to underscore their beliefs with acts of extraordinary heroism.

Cm

In the case of these three American anarchists, they were
I ti
especially responsive to Chernyshevsky, not only because of
the general recognition extended him as one of their own kind,
but also because his personal philosophy and life style were
quite compatible with the prevailing American libertarian
spirit. The striving for basic human freedom and social justice knows no geographic or nationalistic confines. Such was
particularly true of Emma Goldman. In her own world view
she managed to bring about a fusion of some of the most extreme elements of Russian and European revolutionary thought
and techniques with the most radical of American democratic
ideals. Her revolutionary development thus perfected, it was
probably this blending which helped to bring about her final
disillusionment with Bolshevism in the early 1920's.
Although never having been able to visit the United States,
Chernyshevsky nevertheless admired the American nation. He
respected the United States because, for the most part, the
people were constitutionally guaranteed their fundamental liberties, such as freedom of speech, the press, and religion. Albeit
an atheist, Chernyshevsky was a strong believer in and champion
of freedom of speech and the press. Therefore, he was quite
interested in the works of American authors and journalists,
and passed judgment on them on the basis of their politics and
their stands on the slavery question. He degraded Cooper and U:
fsj)
Hawthorne as being out of touch with the times, but liked Mark
Twain. The only Amei'ican writer with whom Chernyshevsky
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was completely pleased was Harriet Beecher Stowe. Naturally,
this opinion was based on the courageous position taken by
her against slavery in her novel Uncle Tom's Cabin. There
were many testimonials to her and her work throughout
Chernyshevsky's writings. He also praised the abolitionists
and lionized the most radical of them, John Brown17. In What
Is To Be Done? Chernyshevsky even had one of his heroes
going off to join the American abolitionists and their crusade.
While the impact of one Russian populist-nihilist on three
American anarchists probably had little measurable influence
on the direction of historical events, this brief touching of
ideas and actions exemplified much that was basic to these
two important intellectual trends. And too, this encounter
illustrated something of the relationship existing between the
various radical revolutionary movements and their individual
participants in the second half of the nineteenth and early part
of the twentieth centuries.

17
For the best studies of the Russian intelligentsia's outlook toward
the United States see; D. Hecht, Russian Radicals Look to America
1825-1894 (Cambridge, Mass.; Harvard University Press, 1947) and
M. M. Laserson, The American Impact on Russia — Diplomatic and
Ideological — 1784-1917 (New York: Macmillan, 1950).

WHITEHEAD'S PHILOSOPHICAL METHOD
FOR CONTEMPORARY MAN
William M. O'Meara
Philosophers have traditionally set a very high ideal for
themselves in attempting to achieve a comprehensive understanding of man's place in the world. A problem with this goal
is that philosophers seem to fail to achieve it, for they seldom
agree in their conclusions about man, God, and the world. Unfortunately, this lack of agreement often dismays the beginning
student of philosophy.
Alfred North Whitehead, a recent, Anglo-American philosopher and mathematician, concerned himself with this problem
of lack of agreement. Disagreement is a problem, Whitehead
argues, only for those who believe that the method of philosophy
is dogmatic.1 Philosophy "has been haunted by the unfortunate
notion that its method is dogmatically to indicate premises which
are severally clear, distinct, and certain; and to erect upon those
premises a deductive system of thought."2 Mathematics has
haunted philosophy because the development of Greek mathematics helped in bringing Greek philosophy into being. In imitation of mathematic's deductive procedure, philosophers have
tried for clear and distinct premises as the basis of a deductive
system.3
Whitehead rejects the concept of philosophy's method as dogmatic. Neither mathematics nor science nor philosophy can
proceed in contemporary times with a dogmatic method which
asserts premises, postulates, and hypotheses as absolutely true.
The creation of non-Euclidean geometries with postulates
partially different from those Euclid used as the basis of his
deductions indicates that mathematicians do not begin with
absolutely true premises.4 Also, Einstein's reformulation of the
1
A. N. Whitehead, Process and Reality (New York: Macmillan Co.,
1930), p. 20.
-A. N. Whitehead, Process and Reality, pp. 11-12.
3A N, Whitehead, Process and Reality, pp. 15-16.
•'Stephen F. Barker, "Geometry," The Encyclopedia of Philosophy,
III ed. Paul Edwards (New York: Macmillan Co. and The Free Press,
1967), pp. 285-290.
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Newtonian concepts of space, time, mass, and energy which
functioned for over 200 years as the basis of scientific research
indicates that scientists do not begin with concepts that are
absolutely true. Rather, such concepts are working hypotheses
to be verified or falsified or modified through scientific experimentation and research.5 Just as men view contemporary mathematics and science not as dogmatic statements of obvious,
absolute truths but as tentative formulations of general principles, so also men should view philosophical arguments in the
same way.6
In place of a dogmatic method with premises assumed to be
absolutely true, Whitehead argues that philosopher's should follow the Greek logic of discovery:
The Greeks invented logic in the broadest sense of that
term — the logic of discovery. The Greek logic as
finally perfected by the experience of centuries provides a set of criteria to which the content of a belief
should be subjected. These are:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)

Conformity to intuitive experience;
Clarity of propositional content:
Internal Logical consistency:
External Logical consistency:
Status of a Logical scheme with,
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

widespread conformity to experience,
no discordance with experience,
coherence among its categoreal notions.
methodological consequences.7

As perfected by the experience of centuries of mathematics,
science, and philosophy, the Greek logic of discovery provides a
set of criteria by which any philosophical statement about reality
should be tested. It is a misconception to hold that the criteria
are easy to use. The Greek and Medieval philosophers thought
that clear and distinct premises which conformed to experience
were very easily known. Accordingly, they were careless in
their evaluation of premises and devoted to the elaboration of
deductive systems. The philosophers of Modern Europe from
1600 to 1900 have also assumed that clear and distinct premises
which conform to experience are easily known. In Whitehead's
5
A. N. Whitehead, The Function of Reason (Boston: Beacon Press.
1958),
p. 53.
G
A. N. Whitehead, Process and Reality, pp. 12-13,
7
A. N. Whitehead. Function of Reason, pp. 67-68.
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view, the first two criteria, (i) conformity to intuitive experience and (ii) clarity of prepositional content, are extremely
difficult to fulfill. In fact there are difficulties with the fulfillment of all five criteria.8 This article will develop Whitehead's reflections on the Greek logic of discovery as the method
that philosophy should use.
The First Criterion
The first criterion is that a belief should have conformity to
intuitive experience. One difficulty with fulfilling the first
criterion is that there are always interpretative elements in experience. The Conceptual Order of experience, man's general
way of conceiving the universe, controls to a great extent the
interpretation of the Observational Order of experience, his
direct, immediate discriminations of particular objects. Some
theory of reality, often unexpressed, is present in the observation
of facts, dictating what method is to be used in looking for evidence and how it is to be interpreted. Unanticipated, novel observations are rare occurrences. Because such observations
are unexpected, their significance may be lost if there is no
scheme of ideas with which to interpret them.9
A second difficulty with fulfilling the first criterion is the
obscurity and variety of experience. The conventional view is
that conscious experience is a clear-cut knowledge of clear-cut
items with clear-cut connections with each other. However, the
evidence is against such an equating of experience with clarity
of knowledge. For the clarity cannot be separated from vagueness of experience. There is a focus of attention bringing to
clear light a few items, having vague interconnections with dimly
apprehended items. Besides this ambiguous character of an
immediate moment of experience, the moments differ among
themselves in their meaning and importance for a man. He can
be alert, drowsy, excited, contemplative; man's variety of phases
is infinite. The ambiguity and variety of experiences make it
difficult to claim an intuition as absolutely true.10
A third difficulty with fulfilling the first criterion is the
finiteness of human intuition. Consciousness is able to know the
8

A. N. Whitehead, Function of Reason, p. 68.
"A. N. Whitehead. Function of Reason, p. 72; Adventures of Ideas
(New
York: Macmillan Co., 1933), pp. 198, 283-284.
10
A. N. Whitehead, Function of Reason, pp. 78-79.
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world only through selective emphases.11 Any intuition is an
abstraction, a selection, which has assumed its clarity and selfevidence by neglecting other facets of experience. These other
facets may have important modifications upon the evidence of
the original intuition.12 Since man's finite understanding is
unable to grasp the totality of finite perspectives in the universe
by one act of understanding, no intuition of experience attains
evidence which is irreformably true.13
Intuition of evidence on an abstract level without any application to reality as in pure mathematics can be absolutely true.
But once that level is deserted, fundamental transformation of
meaning can occur in relating the abstract statement to the rest
of experience.14 There is a sense of completion in an act of intuition, but the completion is not final. For the material understood presupposes an environment which is in process of change.
Hence, understanding is never a finished, static state of mind
but always bears the character of a process of penetrating, incomplete and partial.15
There are two ways of understanding a reality in process:
internal understanding and external understanding. Internal
understanding conceives the reality as the unified outcome of its
composite factors. The knowledge of the factors as interrelated
makes evident why the thing is what it is, a unified outcome.
Any reality so understood is to be viewed as an outcome in the
strict sense of being a product of the interweaving of its composite factors.16 There is no such thing in Whitehead's view as
the internal understanding of an abstract unchanging tautology.
Tautology as a prevalent, modern doctrine holds that 'two-timesthree' is the same thing as 'six' and that, consequently, no new
truth is gained by relating the two phrases in a statement of
identity. But Whitehead contends that such a sentence considers
a process and its resulting outcome. The phrase 'two-timesthree' indicates a form of fluent process, and 'six' indicates a
characterization of its resulting outcome. Since there is no such
11

A. N. Whitehead, Process and Reality, p. 22.
A. N. Whitehead, Modes of Thought (New York: Macmillan Co.,
1938), pp. 143-144.
13
A. N. Whitehead, Modes of Thought, p. 58.
14
A. N. Whitehead, Religion in the Making (New York: Macmillan.
Co., 1926), p. 78,
15
A. N. Whitehead, Modes of Thought, p. 60.
1C
A. N. Whitehead, Modes of Thought, p. 63,
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entity as a mere static number, that is, since there are only
numbers playing their parts in various processes in reality, it is
not true that the process of fusing two groups of three drops
of water necessarily issues in a group of six. One drop of water
could be the result, or more than six drops could be the result.
Internal understanding does occur but does not result in mere
tautologies.17
....Internal understanding leads into external understanding.
This second of understanding "is to treat the thing as a unity,
whether or not it be capable of analysis, and to obtain evidence
as to its capacity for affecting the environment."18 Since the
unified outcome of the interweaving of a set of factors can itself
become a factor in the realities which it can causally affect,
internal understanding does not suffice for a complete understanding of the reality in question. When this reality as a unified outcome of factors becomes itself a factor in another reality,
another act of internal understanding is needed in order to grasp
how the first reality becomes a factor in the unified outcome of
the second reality. Accordingly, internal and external understanding presuppose each other. The first way conceives the
thing as an outcome of its causal, composite factors, and the
second way conceives the thing as becoming a causal factor in
the composition of other realities.19
These reflections on internal and external understanding point
out the necessity of understanding a reality in its environment.
No intuition of a reality in isolation from its connections with
other realities can claim an unmodifiable truth. The first
criterion of the Greek logic of discovery, namely, that a belief
should have conformity to intuitive experience, is not a sufficient test for truth since intuitive knowledge assumes its clarity
and self-evidence only by neglecting other aspects of experience.
The other criteria of the Greek logic of discovery must be used
in testing beliefs for truth.
The Second Criterion
The second criterion by which a belief should be tested is the
clarity of its prepositional content. For Whitehead, this criterion is an ideal which man never completely fullfills. In the
ir

A. N. Whitehead, Modes of Thought, pp. 124-128.
A. N. Whitehead, Modes of Thought, p. 63.
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first place, language never fully expresses intuition; man's understanding of experience needs more than the ordinary usages
of words.20 Philosophy and poetry are similar, Whitehead affirms. In his view, "philosophy is mysticial. For mysticism is
direct insight into depths as yet unspoken. But the purpose of
philosophy is to rationalize mysticism: not by explaining it
away, but by the introduction of novel verbal characterizations,
rationally coordinated."21 Because language never fully expresses intuition, the Fallacy of the Perfect Dictionary must be
avoided. This is the belief "that mankind has consciously entertained all the fundamental ideas which are applicable to its experience. Further, it is held that human language, in single
I
words
or in phrases, explicitly expresses these ideas.22 In accord
1
with these reflections, Whitehead maintains that the expression
■i of an intuition in a proposition does not yield perfect clarity.
mil
Another difficulty with the fulfillment of the criterion of
I
clarity is that "apart from a complete meta-physical understanding of the universe, it is very difficult to understand any
proposition clearly and distinctly, so far as concerns the analysis
of its component elements."23 Since a proposition has meaning
about a reality interconnected with the universe, the proposition
cannot be perfectly clear and distinct unless this background is
completely understood in its important or necessary elements,
that is, in its metaphysical elements.24 Human language obscures the connections of things since "single words, each with
its dictionary meaning, and single sentences, each bounded by
fuilstops, suggest the possibility of complete abstraction from
any environment."25 However such a suggestion is erroneous.
Any reality in the universe essentially presupposes connections
with the other realities in the universe. Internal understanding
should be used to conceptualize how the universe's realities are
factors in the unified outcome of a given reality, and external
understanding should be used to conceptualize how this given
reality can causally affect the universe. Since any proposition
about a reality presupposes perfect internal and external under20
A. N. Whitehead, Modes oj Thought, p. 68; Process and Reality,
pp.2:l 17-20.
A. N. Whitehead, Modes of Thought, p. 235.
22
A. N. Whitehead, Modes of Thought, p. 234.
23
A. N. Whitehead, Function of Reason, p. 68.
24
A. N, Whitehead, Process and Reality, pp. 16-17.
26
A. N. Whitehead, Modes of Thought, p. 90.
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standing, the proposition is never perfectly understood. For perfect internal and external understanding are ideals that man's
finite intelligence can only strive to attain.26 The second criterion of clarity of prepositional content is difficult to fulfill and
does not suffice as a test of a proposition's truth. The other
criteria must be used.
The Third and Fourth Criteria
The third and fourth criteria for testing the truth of a belief
are internal logical consistency and external logical consistency.
The difficulty with fulfilling these criteria follows from the reflections about the ambiguity of propositional content. If the
analysis of a proposition always leaves some ambiguity of meaning in reference to the rest of the universe, it is always possible
that the proposition is either not self-consistent or not externally
consistent with other propositions already accepted as true.27
If the first two criteria, conformity to intuitive experience
and clarity of propositional content were capable of easy determination, the remaining criteria would not be needed. Also, if the
first four criteria could be definitely fulfilled, then the fifth criterion would not be needed. Accordingly, the fifth criterion is
needed to make up for the difficulties in the fulfilling the first
four criteria.28
The Fifth Criterion
The last criterion for testing the truth of a belief is that it
should fit into the status of a logical scheme with (a) widespread
conformity to experience, (b) no discordance with experience,
(c) coherence among its categoreal notions, and (d) methodological consequences. This criterion helps to remedy the difficulties involved in fulfilling the first four criteria.
A scheme of ideas stated in propositions which are 'logical'
helps the fulfillment of the third and fourth criteria of internal
and external logical consistency. For by a 'logical scheme' of
ideas, Whitehead means that the propositions in the schemes
are logically consistent, that is, that they lack contradiction
internally and externally, that the general ideas are defined in
technical terms, and that the scheme of propositions is in accord
with the principles of logical inference.29
26A. N. Whitehead, Modes of Thought, pp. 12-13, 90-91.
2r
A. N. Whitehead, Function of Reason, p. 69.
28
A. N, Whitehead, Function of Reason, p. 69.
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A. N. Whitehead, Process and Reality, p. 5,
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A logical scheme of ideas with 'coherence among its categoreal
notions' also helps to fulfill the third and fourth criteria. " 'Coherence,' as here employed, means that the fundamental ideas,
in terms of which the scheme is developed, presuppose each other
so that in isolation they are meaningless."30 The essential interconnectedness of realities in process in the universe requires that
the fundamental notions about these interconnected realities be
themselves interconnected. No idea about the essential interconnectedness of realities can apply to the world if that idea is
isolated from other ideas.31 The construction of a logical scheme
of ideas with 'coherence among its categoreal notions' requires
internal and external logical consistency in the propositions in
the scheme. For 'coherence' requires that the scheme of categoreal notions exhibit the interconnectedness of ideas quite
clearly. What is unexplained in one categoreal notion will not be
contradicted but rather explained by another categoreal notion.
'Coherence' as part of the fifth criterion helps to fulfill the third
and fourth criteria of internal and external logical consistency.
The 'logical scheme of coherent categoreal notions' helps to
fulfill the second criterion of clarity of propositional content
since the scheme provides the background within which any
proposition should have meaning.32 Finally, the verification of
this scheme by 'widespread conformity to experience' and 'no
discordance with experience' helps to fulfill the first criterion
of conformity to intuitive experience. For the direct verification
of some ideas in the categoreal scheme is the indirect verification
of the other ideas coherent with the verified ideas.33 Whitehead
emphasizes that the verification of the scheme must be in those
factors in experiences which are stable. This requirement means
that the intuition giving verification should not be confined to
a few special people or a few special occasions. The first discernment may be due to an exceptional man in an exceptional
moment, but later discernments should be available to other
i people at other moments.34
In seeking verification in the stable factors of human experii ence, philosophers should especially attend to the evidence disn
30
A. N. Whitehead, Process and Reality, p. 5.
"Ivor Leclerc, Whitehead's Metaphysics (New York: Macmillan Co.,
1958),
p. 37.
32
A. N. Whitehead, Function of Reason, p. 70.
33
A. N. Whitehead, Function of Reason, p. 69.
"A. N, Whitehead, Function of Reason, pp. 77-78.
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closed in the established institutions of human society throughout
the ages. What those institutions presuppose and express repre- w
sents important, enduring facts of experience. It is a common- [liM
place that men disagree about almost everything, but the basis
of eveiy discord is some common experience, discordantly interpreted. One example occurs in the fact that the discordance
over moral codes gives witness to the fact of moral experience.
Another example is that although men create different institutions for different purposes, the very fact of institutions to
effect purposes gives witness to the unquestioned belief that
forsight and purpose can shape the attainment of ends.35

The verification of the scheme of categoreal notions in the
institutions of man shows how the scheme of ideas has methodological consequences.'33 This is the best verification in that the
scheme of categoreal notions "issues in the establishment of a
practical technique for well-attested ends, and that the speculative system maintains itself as the elucidation of that technique."37 The scheme of categoreal notions thereby gains the
character of generating ideas coherent with itself and of receiving continuous verification.38 This interplay of thought and
practice, the progress from thought to practice and the regress :
from practice to thought, is the supreme authority, the test to
which philosophers should submit their reflections.39
hi
Another required verification of the scheme of categoreal notions is that the general philosophical system should make the e!i
various sciences and their interrelations intelligible. For contemporary man, the sciences are such established parts of human El
life that he expects them to continue to be significant evidences •fa
of the nature of man and the world for which philosophy must
account. If the general philosophical scheme is incapable of let
interpreting a well-founded scientific theory, then the scheme is
in that respect inadequate and not verified.40

In Whitehead's view, philosophy, on the one hand, and
natural and social sciences, the sociological and psychological fti
structures of human institutions and practices, and the whole of
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man's experience, including its aesthetic, moral, and religious
aspects, on the other hand, should be mutual critics. The combined discipline of this evaluation should help to eliminate errors
from the general philosophical understanding of man's place in
the world. This mutual evaluation of philosophical speculation
and the totality of human practices is the supreme criterion for
testing philosophical beliefs.41
However, this supreme criterion fails to be final for two
reasons. First, the evidence always remains confused, ambiguous, and even contradictory. Secondly, if man had ever
accepted any beliefs as finally and absolutely verified by this
supreme criterion of the interplay of thought and practice, all
progress in history would have been stopped.42 "The horrid
practices of the past, brutish and nasty, would have been
fastened upon us for all ages."43 Man should not believe that
the practices of the present age are the final standard for all
times. Whitehead insists on the necessity of speculation even
though it does not yield practical benefits nor have immediate
verification in facts and practice. For abstract speculation gave
European science its theoretical foundation long before the particular sciences came into being.
Consequently, Whitehead
argues, to set limits to speculation by accepting some belief as
finally and absolutely verified is treason to the future.44
Therefore, no mater how well confirmed the general scheme
of a philosophy may become, it must always remain a working
hypothesis, subject to modification and verification. Philosophy
must use the method of the working hypothesis and avoid the
dogmatic fallacy, the belief that the prinicples of its working
hypothesis are clear, obvious, and irreformable.45 If philosophy
be based upon clear and distinct ideas, then the discord of philosophers, competent and sincere men, implies that philosophy is
a "will-o'-the-wisp. But as soon as the true function of . . .
[philosophy] is understood, that it is a gradual approach to ideas
of clarity and generality, the discord is what may be expected."46

41 A. N. Whitehead,
Reality,
p. vi.
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THE IDEA OF CATHARSIS IN THE ARTS
Crystal Theodore
Tragedy is an imitation of an action that is serious,
complete, and of a certain magnitude; in language embellished with each kind of artistic ornament, the
several kinds being found in separate parts of the play;
in the form of action, not of narrative; through pity
and fear effecting the proper katharsis, or purgation
of these emotions.1
■Pi

i

"There is not a term in the catharsis clause that has not
been the object of millenia of controversy."2 The addition of
a moment to those millenia is not the purpose of this paper;
it is, instead, an essay at tracing the thread of the idea of
catharsis through the thinking of some notable theoreticians
of the arts. This writer found at once that concepts of
catharsis and empathy are inextricably interwoven, and the untangling is left to anyone who may be sufficiently trained in
psychology and who may feel that the separation is necessary.
A graphic survey of the interpretative controversy over
Aristotle's thought resembles an arterial system with four
channels: ethical or moralistic, psychological, medical, and
metaphysical. The ethical interpretation of catharsis as presented by Corneille, Mendelssohn and Lessing gave to the effect of tragedy the moral improvement of the passions.
Tragedy was supposed to balance the amounts of pity and fear
in the soul by a process of purification rather than of purging,
and the soul's virtue was regarded as a fence-sitter between
the extremes of too much pity and fear and too little pity and
fear. Leo Tolstoi's opinions are perhaps the best known in
this area. It is both interesting and amusing to follow his
reasoning in deciding that Beethoven's Ninth Symphony belongs to the category of bad art. The symphony, he averred,
1
Aristotle, Poetics, vi. 2, as translated by Samuel H. Butcher in
Aristotle's Theory of Poetry and Fine Arts (New York: The Macmillan Company, 1907), p. 240.
2
Wing-Tsit Chan, "Catharsis." Encyclopedia of the Arts (New York:
Philosophical Library, 1946), p. 145.
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does not transmit the highest religious feeling since "music
in itself cannot transmit those feelings"; moreover, it cannot
rank as Christian universal art because the work cannot "unite
people not specially trained to submit themselves to its complex hypnotism."3 He continued by saying that it was impossible for him to imagine a crowd of normal people who could
understand the Ninth, anyway. To Tolstoi, good art obviously
had to be full of highly infectious Christian feeling which
would smother by its very strength any untoward emotions
. . . . a sort of catharsis by indigestion.
The psychological and pathological channels tend to merge,
separate and re-merge — possibly an indication of psychosomatic conditions. The more purely psychological stream
bears a resemblance to the ethical interpretation in that it
seems to be rather a purging of the soul from the emotions
of pity and fear than a purging of the emotions themselves.
Two proponents of the merged concept, Bernays and Bywater,
found that the medical definition of catharsis as given in
Aristotle's Poetica, 1449b 28, afforded an obvious analogy for
the emotional effect of tragedy. Pity and fear, according to
this explanation,
overwhelm us through their quantity, bringing pity and
fear and, through them, the whole soul into rapid
motion. Thus they cleanse pity and fear, the emotions
connected with them, and indirectly the whole soul of
the sluggishness that in everyday life prevent pity and
fear from being felt."
Margoliuth's development of catharsis as a homeopathic cure
in case of excessive cold mapped the route of the medical
channel. His relationship of trembling, black bile, fear and
tragedy supplemented the psychological interpretation, as it
was intended to do. The poet John Milton, in his preface to
Samson Agonistes also related the psychological with the
medical:
Tragedy, as it was antiently compos'd, hath been ever
held the gravest, moralest, and most profitable of all
other Poems: therefore said by Aristotle to be of
power by raising pity and fear, or terrour, to purge the
3

Leo Tolstoi, What is Art? Trans. A. Maude (London: The Brotherhood Publishing Company, 1898), p. 173.
■'Wing-Tsit Chan, op. crt., p. 146.
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mind of those and suchlike passions; that is to temper
and reduce them to just measure with a kind of delight,
stirred up by reading- or seeing those passages well
imitated. Nor is Nature herself wanting in her own
effects to make good his assertion: for so in physick
things of melancholick hue and quality are used against
melancholy, sour against sour, salt to remove salt
humours.5
All of these interpretations find elaboration and furtherance
in contemporary theories of homeostasis, particularly as given
by Gardner Murphy in Personality and by R. Bruce Raup in
Complacency. John Dewey's embodiment of these theories in
his own approach to esthetics is, it seems, a pioneer step into
a new dimension of the idea of catharsis:
For only when an organism shares in the ordered relations of its environment does it secure the stability
essential to living. And when the participation comes
after a phase of disruption and conflict, it bears within
itself the germs of consummation akin to the esthetic. . .
Since the artist cares in a peculiar way for the phase
of experience in which union is achieved, he does not
shun moments of resistance and tension. He rather
cultivates them, not for their own sake but because of
their potentialities, bringing to living consciousness an
experience that is unified and total.5
The fourth channel of interpretation arose in German transcendentalism.
From the esthetically extraneous perspective of a deep
but doubtful philosophy of history, catharsis is given an
important function in the history of the spirit. According to the scheme of this history, the Greek tragedy
is a desperate attempt at overcoming the cosmic loneliness of Greek consciousness; and catharsis replaces the
older dionysic unification with the All-One of nature
raising man from the limitations of self-feeling to sympathy with all being in its suffering.7
This hypothesis is, perhaps, colored more with the personalities of some of its proponents (Schopenhauer, Goethe and
Schiller) than with Aristotle, although it does not seem im5
John Milton, Preface to "Samson Agonistes," ed. Helen Darbishire
(London: Oxford University Press, 1958), p. 343.
"John Dewey, Art as Experience (New York: Minton, Balch and
Company,
1934), p. 15.
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possible to find the material of its thread even in Plato, as,
for example, in chapter ten of The Republic: "the natural
hunger after sorrow and weeping which is kept under control
in our own calamities, is satisfied and delighted by the poets."
Butcher maintained that Plato, as well as Aristotle, recognized
the principle of catharsis as applied to music,8 and the idea
that "beauty seen on earth 'reminds' the soul of those unclouded and absolute essences in the circuit of the immortal
Heavens which was the soul's life before earth"9 is surely a
facet of empathy.
For Schopenhauer, art is beatific. "It is the flower of
life; he who is plunged in artistic contemplation ceases
to be an individual; he is the conscious subject, pure,
freed from will, from pain, and from time."10
Goethe is, by means of his Werther, probably the best known
exponent of this theory. A more abstruse, complex exploration
was presented by Kant, whose paradoxes furnish many pitfalls for one whose acquaintance with his thinking lacks depth;
but it seems that he, like Plato, displayed a thread which
might be woven into a concept of catharsis in the arts:
But the subjective (element) in a representation which
cannot be an ingredient of cognition, is the pleasure or
pain which is bound up with it; for through it I cognise
nothing in the object of the representation, although it
may be the effect of some cognition. Now the purposiveness of a thing, so far as it is represented in perception, is no characteristic of the Object itself (for
such cannot be perceived), although it may be inferred
from a cognition of things. The purposiveness, therefore, which precedes the cognition of an Object, and
which, even without our wishing to use the representation of it for cognition, is at the same time, immediately bound up with it, is that subjective element which
cannot be an ingredient in cognition.11
Schiller, beneath his rather unfortunate spiel into Spiel, revealed that the idea of catharsis was the bedrock for his

3
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theory. According to Croce, Schiller's thought may be interpreted in this manner:
The soul of the spectator should leave the magic sphere
of art as pure and as perfect as when it left the hands
of the Creator. The most frivolous theme should be so
treated that we can pass at once from it to the most
rigorous, and vice versa. Only when man has placed
himself outside the world and contemplates it aesthetically, can he know the world. While he is merely
the passive receiver of sensations, he is one with the
world, and therefore cannot realize it. Art is indeterminism. With the help of art, man delivers himself
from the yoke of the senses, and is at the same time free
of rational or moral duty: he may enjoy for a moment
the luxury of serene contemplation.12
Irjo Hirn, in naming art "The Reliever" stated:
The elaboration of a work of art, in which the expression of a feeling-state is to be concentrated, and concentrated in a way which not only facilitates but even enforces in the spectator the assimilation of this state,
is a complicated operation which cannot take place
without the effectual cooperation of the intellectual and
volitional activities. . . .By being thus embodied in a
fixed form the feeling gains in conceivability as well
as in infectious power. But while the effect on spectators and listeners is in this way increased, the artistic
form influences the feeling-subject himself in a quite
different way. Its very clearness, distinctness, necessarily brings something of that calm which all excitement seeks as relief.13
Him and Lessing believed that inharmonious, ungraceful and
unrhythmic manifestations of emotion must be "harmonized"
before such manifestations might succeed as art in bringing
relief either to the "feeling-subject" or to the spectator. A
more recent writer, D. W. Gotshalk, took a quite different
stand:
For the artist the molding of such conventionally nonbeautiful contents into his work is frequently a source
of deep and invigorating satisfaction. To be sure, it
may sometimes be the satisfaction of a vindictive, spiteful or petty impulse or the indulgence of a coarse or
12
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sinister propensity. But more often in the greater
artists it is the achievement of a healthful purgation.
By molding these perceptual properties into his work
the artist gives the states that they symbolize a seeming detachment from himself and an independence of
existence, which brings him relief from the distress
that these states inspire so long as they remain merely
subjective. The tranquillity brought to artists by converting their subjective tortures into objective perceptual characteristic has been described by a long list
of writers from Goethe, Schopenhauer, Nietzsche, and
the Romantic School of philosophers and artists generally to the most recent psychoanalytic critics and autobiographical novelists. In his analysis of tragedy Aristotle, of course, formulated the principle of purgation
from the standpoint of the spectator.14

It surely cannot be denied that the arts are to some degree
means of communication even if about nothing specifically
definable; they are instruments of establishing community of
feeling and of ideas. It must be granted that such communication implies empathy and that true empathy, in turn, has
as one of its characteristics, catharsis.
Beautiful things may genially beckon us to enter gladly,
tragic art may imperiously command us to enter, almost
with a kind of terror, into a realm to which practical
and scientific discourse have no sesame. At such moments the power of art and the power of religion arc
very similar and indeed may be said to be one. At such
times the discourse of art ends in a dying close, a rapt
silence; the lover and the loved object are one.15
At risk of seeming to contradict the intention stated at this
essay's beginning, the writer finds it impossible to allow the
Edman quotation to furnish an apt and poetic finale. An
epilogue, in the form of questions, is therefore offered.
1. Since catharsis is generally regarded as a purgation
and/or transmutation of emotions, does its success depend
upon the level of consciousness to which the emotions drain?
2. Since art and catharsis are supra-personal, might the
most effective consciousness-level (i.e., that which affords
homeostasis) be envisioned as an encircling Mega-Synthesis
14
D. W. Gotshalk, Art and the Social Order (Chicago: The University
of lsChicago Press, 1947), p. 47.
Irwin Edman, Arts and the Man (New York: W. W. Norton Company, 1939), p. 136.
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such as is described by Teilhard de Chardin in Phenomenon of
Man?
The coalescence of elements and the coalescence of
stems, the spherical geometry of the earth and psychical
curvature of the mind harmonising to counterbalance
the individual and collective forces of dispersion in the
world and to improve unification — there at last we
find the spring and secret of hominisation.16
3. ■ In Mega-Synthesis are there not adumbrations of a possible explanation of "the cosmic loneliness of Greek consciousness"; of Dewey's "unified and total experience"; of Jung's
"primordial awareness"; of Koestler's great description of the
conversion of the emotion of an Eureka cry into "earthing"
.... "an inward unfolding of a kind of 'oceanic feeling,' and
its ebbing away"?17
4. How does the extension of ourselves, in the McLuhanesque idiom, affect the "psychical curvature of the mind"? One
must agree with McLuhan that the mere fact that one thing
follows another in time accounts for nothing. (Is this the
reason why we fail to "learn" chronological presentations of
history?) McLuhan's thought continues:
Nothing follows from following, except change. So the
greatest of all reversals occurred with electricity, that
ended sequence by making things instant. With instant
speed the causes of things began to emerge to awareness again, as they had not done with things in sequence
and in concatenation accordingly. Instead of asking
which came first, the chicken or the egg, it suddenly
seemed that a chicken was an egg's idea for getting
more eggs.18
5. If Teilhard de Chardin is right, is it reasonable to suppose that the resultant depth/magnitude of empathy/catharsis
may multiply those times for us when "beauty seen on earth
'reminds' the soul of those unclouded and absolute essences
in the circuit of the immortal Heavens which was the soul's
life before earth"?
"Pierre Teilhax'd de Chardin, The Phenomenon of Man, Trans. Bernard Wall (New York: Harper and Row, 1959), p. 243.
"Arthur Koestler, The Act of Creation (New York: The Macmillan
Company, 1964), p. 88.
"Marshall McLuhan, Understanding Media: The Extensions of Man
(New York: The New American Library, 1964), p. 27.
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INTERFERENCE IN A PAIRED ASSOCIATE
TRANSFER OF TRAINING PARADIGM AS A
FUNCTION OF BREADTH OF CATEGORIZATION
James Hart
Typically, in stimulus response analyses of transfer of
training, stimulus and response are manipulated on the dimensions of similarity for the aggregate subject. Thus, in the
learning of a two-list series the stimuli on the second list are
manipulated by the experimenter to be identical with, similar
to, or dissimilar to the stimuli in the first list for a group of
subjects.
Wallach (7) suggests that if we place two events in the same
class, that they may be considered psychologically similar. One
interesting aspect of working with similarity as assessed by
assignment to a common category is that such similarity is
frequently judged differently from subject to subject. That
is, some subjects are more "liberal" in assigning two events
to a common class, whereas other subjects are more "conservative".
One measure of psychological similarity by assignment to a
common category is obtained from the Estimation Questionnaire,
a test constructed by Pettigrew (5). The Estimation Questionnaire is thought to be a measure of cognitive breadth, the range
of discrimable events assigned to a common class. Those more
tolerant of deviant instances are said to be broad categorizers.
In the Estimation Questionnaire the average value of a class is
given and the subject is asked to estimate the extremes which
make up the average. For example, the average speed of flight
of birds is given, and the subject is asked to estimate the speed
of the slowest and the fastest bird. Those subjects who choose
the more extreme values are said to be broad categorizers.
Studies have indicated a consistency in responding to the items
of the Estimation Questionnaire, a stability over time, and a
generality in cognitive breadth from situation to situation (5, 2).
In a study by Wallach and Caron (8) it was illustrated that
category breadth was related to strategy involved in a concept
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formation task. In this study subjects initially learned to identify geometric figures possessing a particular angle as "poggles".
Subjects were then asked to judge a sequence of geometric
figures identical to the original figure except that the criterial
attribute of acuteness of angle was varied in a systematic way.
In each case subjects were asked to determine whether the new
figures were "poggle" or "non-poggle". There was a positive
and significant relationship between category breadth and;
1)A score — the median angle size of the figure standing at the
median of all figures the subject reported as being like a poggle,
and 2)F score — the median frequency of test figures judged as
similar to the original figure. Thus it may be concluded that
recognition of similarity, as measured by category breadth, is
in part related to strategy in a concept formation task.
Pettigrew (5) presents two interpretations of what the Estimation Questionnaire might be measuring. One interpretation
is that category breadth may be thought of as a person's typical
equivalence range for classifying objects. This interpretation
is supported by the study of Waliach and Caron (8) and by other
studies (2) which indicate that category breadth seems to be
fairly consistent for a given individual on most classification
tasks. A second interpretation is that the Estimation Questionnaire is tapping a "risk taking" dimension. Broad categorizers
seem to have a tolerance for Type I errors, whereas Narrow
categorizers are more likely to make Type II errors. A study
by Waliach and Kogan (9) demonstrated a relationship between
category breadth and creativity. To the extent that creativity
is usually associated with propensity for greater risk taking,
this study may be cited as indirect support of the risk taking
interpretation.
The purpose of this study is to assess the effect of perceived or psychological similarity on transfer of training in a
manner similar to that of the more traditional studies where
the researcher varies the objective elements of the stimulusresponse relationship. Three hypotheses have evolved from
the previous theoretical considerations:
1. Broad categorizers will learn most quickly,^ as
measured by number of correct responses, on the first
list. Narrow categorizers will learn least quickly.
2. On the second list, the broad categorizers will learn
least quickly. The first list will provide maximal inter-
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ference for them because it is less well differentiated
xrom the second list than is the case for Narrow and
Medium categorizers.
3. On both first and second list learning, broad categorizers will make more errors of commission whereas
narrow categorizers will make more errors of omission.
This hypothesis is based on the risk taking interpretation of what the Estimation Questionnaire measures.
METHOD
The learning materials consisted of three lists of 10 paired
associates each. The lists consisted of meaningful words and
were identical to those used in an earlier transfer of training
study (6). The lists were chosen to control for association
value and to minimize intralist similarity. One list was used
as the first list in the experimental condition (A-B) ; one as
the first list in the control condition (C-D) ; and, the third list
was used as the second in the series in both the experimental
and control conditions (A-Br). The (A-Br) list consisted of
the same stimuli and responses as used in the A-B list, but
the stimuli and responses were re-paired.
The words in each list were presented in four orders and the
orders were randomly assigned throughout the trials. Each S
i eceived two lists — in the control condition these were lists
C-D and A-Br; in the experimental condition they were lists
A-B and A-Br. The first list was presented until a criterion
of one errorless performance was reached, then the second list
was presented until the same criterion of learning was reached.
Following the presentation of the second list one additional trial
(post test) on the first list was given. All Ss were also given
the^ Estimation Questionnaire to determine breadth of categorizing and the Quich Test of Intelligence (1) to get some
index of I.Q. The lists were presented at a 2:2 rate with an
inter-trial interval of 10 seconds.
There were 19 Ss in each of the three category widths for the
experimental condition, and 9 S's in each of the category widths
for the control condition. Because of the great amount of evidence which indicates that males and females do not respond
similarly in studies of concept formation it was thought advisable not to mix the sexes in the sample. Accordingly, only
female S's were tested.
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RESULTS
To test the first hypothesis, the control and experimental
groups were pooled and the number of correct responses for
first list learning was used as the dependent variable. A twofactor analysis of variance with repeated measures on one
factor was performed. Although the trials main effect was
significant, neither category width main effect, nor the category
width by trials interaction were significant. Thus the first
hypothesis, that category width would differentially affect first
list learning, was not confirmed.
To test the second hypothesis a three-factor analysis of variance with repeated measures on two factors was performed on
the experimental group. A summary of this analysis is presented in Table 1. The significance of the trials main effect —
TABLE 1
Analysis of Variance for Number of Correct
Responses in the Experimental Group
Source

Sum of Squares

df

MS

F

Between Subjects
Category Width
error a

2350
54
2296

53
2
51

27.0
45.0

.60

Within Subjects
Lists
CW X List
■error b
Trials
CW X Trials
error c
List X Trials
ABC
error be

8146
1
61
1082
5087
29
943
37
74
832

1
2
51
9
18
459
9
18
459

1.0
30.5
21.2
565.2
1.6
2.1
4.1
4.1
1.8

.04
1.43
269.14**

2.27*
2.27**

a significant finding in all the analyses to date — is interpreted
to mean that with increased practice Ss make more correct responses regardless of category width and list. When the list
by trials interaction is graphed the graph reveals that up to
trial three the number of correct responses is greater for list
two than list one, the situation is ambiguous during trials four
and five, but from trials six through ten the number of correct
responses is greater for list one than for list two. This is in-
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terpreted to mean that it is at about trial four where the facilitative effects of using the same stimuli and responses is outweighed by interference due to an intrusion of associations from
the first to the second lists.
The category width by list by trials interaction was also
significant. When tests of differences between individual
means for each ABC combination across category width were
made, no difference appeared between category width combinations in the first list, but nine differences (p <.05) occur
on the second list (See Table 2). These differences do not
occur until trial five and all of the differences are between
TABLE 2
A Comparison of Differences Between Means
on List Two in the Experimental Group
Trials
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
I
9
10

N arrow-M edium
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.

M edium-Broad
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.
p <.05
n.s.
p <.05
n.s.
p <.05
p <.05

Narrow-Broad
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.
p <.05
p <.05
p <.05
n.s.
p <-05
p <.05

the broad categorizers and the other two types of categorizers.
Thus it seems that there is significantly more interference
for the broad categorizers when they are presented with the
second list than there is for either the narrow or the medium
categorizers. Hypothesis 2 is partly supported: broad categorizers do learn least quickly on the second list, although
there are no significant differences between the narrow and
the medium categorizers as the hypothesis also predicted.
The third hypothesis was tested by calculating the ratio of
errors of omission to errors of commission for each S in the
experimental group. These data were then cast into a threefactor (category width, list, trials) analysis of variance with
repeated measures on the last two factors. The analysis yielded
significance for trials, lists, and the triple interaction. In both
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the second list and the later trials there is a lower ratio of
omissions to errors of commission. In part this may be due
to a lower proportion of errors of omission due to increased
learning. In an attempt to pinpoint the differences accounting
for the triple interaction a test was made of individual mean
differences for the various combinations of category width on
each list. Such an analysis resulted in the following differences: a greater proportion of errors of omission to commission for the broad as compared to the medium categorizers on
trials one and three of the first list, and, a greater proportion
of errors of commission to errors of omission for broad and
narrow as compared to medium categorizers on trials two and
three of the second list. The finding that the ratio of errors
of omission to commission changes from list one to two in
the case of the broad categorizers argues against a generalized
risk taking interpretation as suggested in hypothesis 3. The
latter finding that there were proportionately more errors of
commission for the narrow and broad categorizers suggests
that the narrow and broad categorizers may be more subject
to the effects of interference. It is important to note, however, that generalized interference may not be ruled out because responses other than intrusions, e.g., displacements other
than intrusions were considered in calculating the errors of
commission. In an attempt to tease out the effects of generalized interference from intrusions due to the re-pairing of
stimuli and responses on the second list of the experimental
group the following analysis was done. An analysis of variance was done on scores based on the difference between the
number of intrusions on the control and experimental groups
(Intrusions, control — Intrusions, experimental). Although the
experimental and control groups were composed of different
subjects they were carefully matched on the number of correct responses during first list learning and then compared on
the number of intrusions on the second list. This analysis of
difference scores revealed a category width by trials interaction on the first five trials. When analyzed this interaction
was due to more intrusions on trial four for the narrow and
broad categorizers as compared with the medium categorizers.
This is additional support for the interpretation that the
medium categorizers suffer the least amount of interference.
It seems logical that differences attributed to category width
might as easily be due to other variables, e.g., intelligence. To
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test this possibility the estimated I.Q. scores of each subject
were obtained from the Quick Test (1), and a one-way analysis
of variance was done comparing the three types of categorizers
on I.Q. score. This analysis resulted in a F ratio of .04 which
was not significant. Thus it is not likely that differences in intellectual ability can account for the differences found in the
present study.
DISCUSSION
The finding that there were no differences between narrow,
medium, and broad categorizers on the first list learning but
that these differences do exist on the learning of the second
list in the experimental group suggests that different types
of categorizers are differentially susceptible to the effects of
interference engendered by the second list. Hypothesis 2 predicted that this effect would be a progressive one, with the
broad categorizers having the lowest number of correct response and the narrow categorizers the least. It is not clear
why significant differences were not found between the medium
and narrow categorizers as predicted. An analysis of the individual means reveals that there is no consistent trend, in
some instances the mean correct response is greater for the
narrow categorizer in others it is greater for the medium
categorizer.
An analysis of the error scores suggests a somewhat diflerent interpretation than does a comparison of correct responses. Instead of a progressive tendency toward interference, as suggested by hypothesis 2, there seems to be
maximal interference for the narrow and broad categorizers,
with less interference occurring for the medium categorizers.
The experimenter now leans toward the latter interpretation.
It appealed during the testing of the subjects that narrow
categorizers were more anxious about their performance whereas broad categorizers seemed to express very little anxiety in
this legard. Studies relating level of anxiety to cognitive performance (4) typically find most effective performance for
intermediate levels of anxiety. In this study the intermediate
level is represented by the medium categorizer and the medium
categorizer does seem to perform optimally on the second list.
It is suggested therefore that a factor like anxiety is mediating
cognitive organization which in turn reflects itself in ease of
learning. Further research is necessary to determine the
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mechanisms behind these differences. Nevertheless this study
does indicate that organismic variables can be of demonstrated
importance in human learning and insofar as the method used
here gives clearer definition to stimulus-response treatments of
transfer it could be of potential value to the educational
psychologist.
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ABSTRACTS OF MASTERS' THESES
A STUDY OF THE EFFECTS
OF A BIOLOGICAL ALKYLATING AGENT ON
THE FERTILITY OF THE ADULT FLESH FLY
SARCOPHAGA BULL AT A
Milton George Coyle
Department of Biology
The suppression of pest populations through the use of
chemosterilant techniques requires (1) a determination of the
specific chemical compound to which the insects are most
susceptible, and (2) the establishment of the concentration
level of the chemosterilant that achieves maximum sterility
with minimum mortality.
The purpose of this study was to determine the concentration level of tepa, a biological alkylating agent, that either
inhibited the deposition of larvae by flesh flies, or prevented
the metamorphosis of larvae into adults. As the study progressed, observations were made of U and F2 progeny from
Pi parents treated with minute quantities of tepa that reduced
but did not entirely prevent reproduction. In addition, observations were made to determine if both male and female flesh
flies were sterilized by tepa.
Colonies of flesh flies were fed a graded series of tepa
solutions for five or ten days. The chemosterilant was administered in water and was the only available source of liquid
during the test feeding periods. The micrograms of tepa ingested daily by the populations of test flies was determined
by measuring the residues remaining in feeders and in evaporation controls. From these data the average chemosterilant
intake for each fly in the test population was determined.
Individual flies consuming a total of 2.2 micrograms of tepa
when fed a 0.0005 per cent solution obtained 100 per cent
sterility, were capable of mating, and exhibited life spans comparable to liie spans of control flies. These data are com-
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patible with data from recent studies conducted on other
species of flies at the Entomological Research Station, United
States Department of Agriculture, Beltsville, Maryland.
Flies consuming a total of 1.03 micrograms of tepa per fly
deposited reduced numbers of larvae, and of these, six per cent
eclosed. These Fx flies were mated and their F2 progeny obtained
a 52 per cent rate of eclosure. This is well below the rate of
eclosure for control flies and suggests that both F^. and F2
progeny inherited genetic damage from the tepa treated parents.
To determine if both males and females were sterilized, the
flies were separated by sex at eclosure and fed a 0.001 per cent
solution of tepa for ten days. Each sex was then mated with
untreated virgin flies. Neither males nor females produced
larvae capable of metamorphosing into adult flies. These data
indicate both male and female flesh flies were sterilized by
tepa; however, males appeared to be slightly more susceptible
to the chemosterilant.

AN INVESTIGATION OF LAND GRANTS
IN ESSEX COUNTY, VIRGINIA FOR
1693-1743 AND THE RECIPIENTS AND
THEIR DESCENDANTS
JOYCEFAYE WHITE HAEDY
Department of History
In Essex County, Virginia from 1693 to 1743, the population
was predominately rural. There were both large and small
land grants given throughout the county. The recipients and
acreage of the grants were studied to see if there was any
connection between the political and social status of recipients
and their land holdings.
The first fifty years of Essex County, 1693-1743, were
selected for the study. Abstracts of patents, deeds, and wills
were used to obtain data for compiling a list of grants, including size, recipients, and dates issued and transferred. This
list of grants was limited to those issued for two thousand
acres or more per grant. A second list was made of available
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names of public officials. The socio-economic background of
the gentlemen on both of these lists was studied and compared.
Tables were made of the percentage of land grants each major
public official held.
From 1693 to 1743 the largest single grant was for 15,000
acres, and the smallest was for 25 acres. Among the burgesses,
justices and coroners the largest landowner received only one
large land grant—2,400 acres but he accumulated a total of
10,099 acres with the addition of smaller grants. Some officials did not receive any grants; instead, they gained land
through purchase, inheritance, or marriage. Acreage owned
or method of obtaining land was in no way a qualification for
holding public office. The lists of public officials contained
more merchants, lawyers, physicians, and small planters than
large land-grant recipients. The typical public officeholder
was the small planter of the upper middle class. He accumulated two to three thousand acres of land over a period of
years through various sizes of grants, purchases, inheritance
and marriage. Large land-grant recipients were active in
Essex County politics, but they did not dominate political offices. In conclusion, there was no sterotype land-grant recipient.

A SURVEY OF THE
ECTOPARASITES ON VULPES FULVA AND
UROCYON C1NERO ARGENT EES
IN ROCKINGHAM COUNTY, VIRGINIA
Robert Heck
Department of Biology
The ectoparasites of 22 red foxes, Vulpes fulva, and 88 gray
foxes, Urocyon cineroargenteus, were recorded. A host-parasite
table is included which shows the dominant Siphonaptera
Cediopsylla simplex Baker occurring on 85 percent; Trichodectes
canis, the dominant Mallophaga, occurring on 8 percent; and the
dominant Acarina Ixodes scapularis Say occurring on 65 percent
of the foxes. A total of nine different species of fleas, two of
which are new host records, four different species of ticks, and
two different species of lice were recorded.
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THE FALL OP THE HOUSE OF LORDS
THE PARLIAMENTARY CRISIS OF 1909-1911

hi

William Edward James
Department of History
This thesis is concerned with the parliamentary crisis between Lords and Commons over the years 1909-1911. In the
midst of highly-charged political controversy between the
Liberal and Conservative Parties, the right of the Upper
Chamber to veto Bills from the Lower was curtailed by the
Parliament Act of August, 1911.
With the landslide victory of the Liberal Party in England
in 1906, the long-standing ill-will between reforming Liberals
in the House of Commons and their antagonists in the House
of Lords began to assume alarming proportions. Issues such
as Home Rule for Ireland and social reform, including the redistribution of wealth in the nascent welfare state, formed the
bases of contention between the Houses. Several important
Bills passed by the Liberal Government were rejected by the
Upper Chamber in the years 1906-1908. After the Lords vetoed
a temperance law, the crisis broke and the Cabinet was motivated to attack the powers of the Upper House itself.
Inspired by the fiery Chancellor of the Exchequer, a Budget %
was drawn up. It satisfied the two needs of the Government.
First, it increased revenue to meet the requirements of heavy;
defense and welfare spending. Second, the new taxes fell most
heavily upon the wealthy and land-owning classes, and thus
the Budget possessed a provocative character, sure to arouse
anger in the House of Lords. A long verbal battle ensued between April and November, 1909, in which many heated remarks in Parliament and before the public served to flare
tempers further. Claiming the Government was taking social
legislation to an already discriminatory finance Bill, the Lords
rejected the Budget on November 30, 1909.
Parliament dissolved and elections followed. The results:
were indecisive, Conservatives and Liberals having returned i

■
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nearly equal numbers of Members to the Commons. Aided by
the Labour and Irish blocs, however, the Liberal Government
retained a clear preponderance of power, passed the Budget,
and formulated legislation to limit the veto of the House of
Lords.
When King Edward VII died (May 6, 1910), an inter-party
conference of Unionists and Liberals met to resolve the veto
issue without further crisis, a gesture of consideration to the
new King, George V. When the factions were unable to reach
a compromise by November, the talks ended and the Government returned to the attack on the Upper House. A promise
of support from the King was obtained under unpleasant circumstances. Apparently, the very existence of the Monarchy
was threatened, should it refuse to cooperate with the Liberal
leaders. Pending the approval of the voters, George V secretly
and reluctantly agreed to create peers to pack the House of
Lords should the latter refuse to surrender their veto.
The December, 1910 elections returned parties to the House
of Commons in almost the same proportions as in the previous
contest. Despite serious questions of the Government's mandate to effect such a sweeping constitutional change, the
Liberal Cabinet pressed its Parliament Bill upon the Upper
House. The Lords offered counter-proposals to reform their
composition on a non-hereditary and popular basis, but the
Cabinet rejected these amendments, being interested only in
curtailing the veto.
When it was announced that the Upper House must accept
the Parliament Bill or be flooded with new peers who would
support it, a crisis erupted. The Prime Minister was shouted
down in the House of Commons. Die-Hard peers refused to
submit to the Government. Eventually, under the threat of
the mass creations, a number of Tories voted with their opponents and against the Die-Hards to pass the Bill on August
' 10, 1911. The House of Lords' power was henceforth confined
to a suspensory veto of two years' duration. It has since been
i limited to one year only.

KINSER

A STUDY OF THE SENSITIVE PEEIOD FOR
IMPRINTING IN DOMESTIC CHICKS
Edwin C. Kinser
Department of Biology
In this study, chicks hatching on the twenty-first day of
incubation were considered normal hatchers while those hatching on the twenty-second day were considered late hatchers.
Seventy chicks of each type were divided into seven groups
of ten each. These were tested at the following post-hatch
ages: 0 to 6 hours, 6 to 12 hours, 24 to 30 hours, 30 to 86
hours, 48 to 54 hours, 54 to 60 hours, and 72 to 78 hours.
Individual chicks were trained with a 5% inch red cube that
was moved 161/2 inches every 20 seconds for 30 minutes. During the last five minutes, the time spent within one foot of
the cube was recorded. Chicks which spent 60 seconds or more
of the time within the one-foot range were considered imprinted.
Normal hatching chicks at the 30 to 36 hour post-hatch
showed maximum imprinting. Maximum imprinting for
hatching chicks was at 48 to 54 hours of post-hatch age.
sequential increase in the mean amount of following of
hatching imprinters appeared more erratic than that of
normal hatching imprinters.

age
late
The
late
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A STUDY OF THE AMERICAN BUSINESS MAN
IN THE NOVELS OF SINCLAIR LEWIS
Mary C. MgCarrick
Department of English
Sinclair Lewis appears to have an ambiguous attitude toward
the American business man. He is best known for his disapproval of the conformity and materialism of George F. Babbitt;
therefore, the public generally thinks of Lewis as disapproving
of business men because of the novel Babbitt (1922). Yet,
Lewis wrote three other novels, Dodsworth (1929), Work of Art
(1934), and The Prodigal Parents (1938), which approve of
business men. The aim of this study is to discover Lewis' true
attitude by reviewing these four novels and by examining all
critical, historical, and biographical material that might lead to
the solution of the problem. Final conclusion will be drawn from
the four novels themselves and from any of Lewis' other novels
that might be relevant.
The first of the four novels is Babbitt. In the beginning of
Babbitt, George F. Babbitt is discontent and realizes that his
success is only superficial. Being completely dependent on
organizations and associates for his attitudes and ideas, he has
no individuality and no true friends except one, Paul Riesling.
When Riesling goes to jail for shooting his wife, life becomes
meaningless for Babbitt; he rebels, taking a mistress, going
on wild drunks, and becoming liberal. He begins to think for
himself and to reject the standards of his group. Business
losses, outside pressure, and his wife's illness finally force him
back into the standardized, respectable life which Lewis dislikes, but Babbitt retains part of his independence by tellinghis son to do as he pleases with his life.
At the beginning of Dodsworth, the main character is, in a
sense, already free to do as he pleases. Sam Dodsworth, at age
fifty, is a millionaire and a successful car manufacturer who has
pioneered in car development and design. When his company
is absorbed by a larger one, Sam is afraid he will become an
errand boy. He delays his decision to join this larger organi-
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zation by taking an extended trip to Europe. On this trip he
comes to know himself for the first time. By the end of the
novel Sam has lost or rejected all the traditional crutches, such
as wife, children, home, friends, and job, which enabled him to
live respectably. He starts a new life with a new woman, free
to do as he pleases, now respecting himself as a person and a
builder, not as a millionaire industrialist. Lewis' sympathy
throughout the novel is with Sam, as is the case with the main
character in the next novel Work of Art.
Myron Weagle in Work of Art is a self-made success, a Horatio
Alger hero. He attains a high position in the hotel business
through his own efforts and finally builds the hotel of his
dreams only to have it fail. Ora, Myron's lazy, irresponsible
brother, is an artist and is contrasted to Myron throughout
the novel. At the conclusion Ora, through luck, has become
a successful Hollywood writer while Myron owns a small hotel
and is independent, moderately successful, but happy. Myron,
not Ora, is the true artist and the more successful because
he has worked at his trade.
Fred Cornplow in The Prodigal Parents is likewise a success.
He is a middle-aged, middle-class car dealer who wants to break
his routine, travel, and possibly retire, but his adult childien
are dependent upon him financially. The action of the no\el
deals with Fred's efforts to break this dependence. The novel
concludes with the children reformed, while Fred and his wife
are happy and free. In this novel Fred, the business man, is
the hero and is praised as a universal doer of mankind.
The final investigation in this study reveals that Lewis's
subject in these four novels is craftsmanship and not business
men as such. Babbitt is disapproved because he is not a craftsman; his sole aim is to make money and his knowledge is
limited because of this end. His need to conform to group
standards restricts him. Lewis approves of the three othei
main characters because they are integral craftsmen who fight
for their right to be independent. Fred Cornplow becomes the
most important type in existence because he accomplishes
things.
The object of the satire then becomes institutions because
they prevent a man from being free to do his work. A positive
statement of this theme is found in Arrowsmith with Max Got-
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tlieb, the isolated, dedicated research scientist as the ultimate
hero. Thus, Lewis did not dislike all business men, but only the
Babbitt type. He stated his opposition to institutions and
organizations most strongly in Babbitt. All of Lewis's novels
advocate freedom and a reflect dislike of institutions, but some
will live as classics because they most appropriately demonstrate
the universal problem of the need for individual freedom in a
society which tries to enforce conformity.

DEVELOPMENT OF THE PERITHECIUM IN
CHAETOMIUM DOLICHOTRICHUM
Berlyn Edgar McElwee, Jr.
Department of Biology
The developmental sequence from the ascogonial initial to the
mature perithecium was studied in Chaetomium dolie ho trichum.
The ascogonial initial developed from a uninucleate hyphal
cell. Hyphal cells became multinucleate in the vicinity of the
initial. As the multicellular ascogonium developed, it coiled
around itself in a regularly symmetrical pattern and became
enveloped in a sheath of hyphae which developed from the
hypha bearing the ascogonium and from adjacent hyphal
branches. The coiled ascogonium and the sheath of hyphae
gave rise to the young ascocarp.
The sheath that surrounded the ascogonium became pseudoparenchymatous in appearance. The peripherial layers developed thick walls and some cells of the outermost layer differentiated into perithecial hairs. Division and enlargement of
the pseudoparenchyma cells and development of the ascogenous
hyphae resulted in enlargement of the perithecium. Puesdoparenchyma cells located above the developing asci deliquesced
and created a central perithecial cavity. Dissolution of cells
around the apex of the perithecium produced an ostiole that
became continuous with the central perithecial cavity. The
asci matured before the ostiole formed. The pseudoparenchyma
cells located around the wall of the perithecium deliquesced.
The mature perithecial wall was comprised of 2-6 layers of
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cells. Pseudoparenchyma cells remained around the ostiolar
region; there was no evidence of the presence of periphyses.
The asci originated from a cluster of ascogenous hyphae at
the base of the perithecium. Ascogenous hyphae which resembled papillae-like extensions developed from all sides of the
ascogonium. The apical portion of the ascogenous hyphae was
binucleate. Cells which resembled croziers were observed. The
nucleus of the ascus mother cell appeared larger than nuclei
in ascogenous hyphae. The ascus mother cell differentiated
into a young ascus; during development of an ascus, 2-nucleate
4-nucleate, and 8-nucleate stages were observed.
Eight ascospores formed within each ascus. Duiing the
later stages of ascospore maturation, the ascus wall began to
deliquesce. The mature ascospores were released into the
perithecial cavity.
Considering over-all perithecial development, variations reported for C. dolichotrichum did not vary significantly from the
developmental scheme reported for other species of Chaetomium
that have been studied; the main developmental features indicated the formation of a distinct centrum type for the species of
Chaetomium that have been studied.

A COMPARISON OF TWO METHODS OF
TEACHING THE GOLF SWING
Martha Leavitt O'Donnell
Department of Physical Education
Golf is said to be a game that goes against natural or
learned body movements. Grasping and swinging the club as
a baseball bat and stepping into the swing as momentum builds
are all old movement patterns that conflict with^ new learned
patterns of golf. Practice can improve kinesthetic perception.
Individuals practicing a skill blindfolded, such as golf, depen
on kinesthetic cues and may improve this sense. Blind people
do play golf.
The Cybernetic Theory is a newer theory of motor learning. Cybernetics embraces the principle of feedback. Once a
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skill becomes fully established it becomes a feedback-regulated
pattern. Singer suggests that when errors in movement are
made, feedback informs us of those errors and the corrections
needed.
The Swingeroo, a mechanical device to teach beginners the
fundamentals of a good golf swing through kinesthetic awareness, was created by Rose Mary Rummel and the author.
Kinesthetic awareness is a form of feedback.
The conventional method of teaching the golf swing is
through verbal explanation, visual demonstration and trial and
error practice. However, the concept of "feel" is stressed by
teaching and touring professionals.
Two scheduled semester golf classes at Madison College
participated in the investigation and the comparison of the
two teaching methods: Conventional and Swingeroo.
The control group, five male experienced golfers, six female
experienced golfers and eight female beginning golfers, was
taught the conventional method. For the eight weeks indoor
session, all fundamentals of the golf swing were visually
demonstrated and verbally described with periods of corrective
analysis.
The experimental group, one male experienced golfer, three
female experienced golfers and twelve beginning golfers, was
taught the fundamentals of golf except the actual swing. The
students practiced on the Swingeroo for eight weeks without
a visual demonstration of the Swing. Corrective analysis was
related to the mechanics of the Swingeroo.
After the eight weeks indoor instruction and practice period,
both groups were taught refined skills germane to actual play.
The experimental group now possessed two cues, kinesthetic
and visual. Practice and analysis continued throughout this
period.
In evaluating the two methods, three measuring devices
were used; The Indoor Skill Test, Brown's Golf Battery and
36 hole play. The groups were referred to as:
A—Experienced players
B—Experienced players
C—Beginners
D—Beginners

control
experimental
control
experimental

group
group
group
group
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Group A sui-passed other groups in mean score and improvement. Group B declined after the first indoor testing phase
but showed improvement on the outdoor phase. Group C improved but not at the rate or level of Group D.
Had the classes been evenly matched in skill level, motor
ability, sex and motivation, the author might conclude that
one method was superior. Typical teaching situations seldom
provide ideal components for scientific investigation.
A few conclusions were drawn. The conventional method LfS
was better for the experienced player. The Swingeroo acted
as a deterrent to the experienced player. The Swingeroo better
Ifte
benefited those students with no prior knowledge of golf, raising
ft
them to the level of the experienced women golfers. Prior
evidence indicated that low handicappers could use the Swingeroo without adverse results.
Kinesthesis was an important aspect in teaching the golf jib
swing. The teaching of skills should not be restricted to the f(6
pi
visual and verbal type of instruction.
ipl
The author recommends:
up
1. A repeated study with equated groups.
Kte
2. The Swingeroo be researched with low handicap
golfers.
3. The Swingeroo be used for rank beginners.
4. The limited teaching facilities warrants the contta
struction of other Swingeroo type devices at Madison College.
u
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SHAKESPEARE'S TREATMENT OF LOVE
P. S. 0. Stalin
Department of English
The object of this study is to analyze Shakespeare's approach and attitude to love and to trace the development of
his technique in the treatment of love. The study also includes a brief survey, wherever it is relevant, of the different
conceptions and traditions of love that prevailed in the sixteenth
century England and that influenced Shakespeare, directly or
indirectly.
The format of this study is divided into three major parts.
The first deals with Shakespeare's negative approach to 'love.'
Believing as he does that mere animal passion in man is incompatible with human dignity, Shakespeare expresses the incongruity between unrestrained sexual desire and romantic
pretensions. Lust is shown to be dissipating, effeminating,
and wasting, the fulfillment of which is followed by recoil and
disgust. Lust carries with it its own punishment because it
is a wound that never heals. While recognizing the shared
common denominator of sexual desire, Shakespeare reaffirms
the equitability of the institution of marriage which alone preserves the fabric of society.
The second part of the study deals with Shakespeare's
positive treatment of love. Shakespeare extols the ennobling
quality of true love which is celebrated as an educational force
and as the supreme revelation of reality. A manifestation of
cosmic love, true love between man and woman triumphs over
every form of individual selfishness, family feuds, and social
disorder. Shakespeare shows that the best school of life is
not cloistered speculation and asceticism, but direct experience
of the world in which love plays the principal part. He regards marriage as the natural end and fulfillment of love between man and woman.
The third and last part of this study deals with love on two
entirely different planes. One is an ideal domestic love and
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the other is love as an imperial theme, affecting not only the
protagonists but their dependents as well. Shakespeare shows
that, however noble love may be, it can be corrupted by human
limitations and imperfection of circumstance. But love is triumphant at the end. It not only unites individuals despite
formidable disparities of colour, race, and age, transcending all
human and imperial limits, but also raises the lovers from gross
sensuality to the heights of sacrifice. The study shows that
true love in Shakespeare, invariably in all cases, lifts the
protagonists to a richer life and makes them better representatives of what is noble in human nature.

ECO-TAXONOMIC ANALYSES
OF MAJOR FOREST TYPES IN FREDERICK
COUNTY, VIRGINIA
William Woodrow Wynn
Department of Biology
This study was designed to find out what major forest types
are present in Frederick County, Virginia, and to discover the
factors that are responsible for the distribution of the forests.
The study was done under the direction of Dr. James F. Ferry.
The county can be divided into two physiographic regions;
the first, a ridge and valley region formed from sandstone
and shale; the second, a valley region underlain by limestone
and shale. In the text, the first region is referred to as the
Ridge area, and the second is called the Valley area. The
Valley area can be subdivided into a limestone belt and a shale
belt.
Six stands of trees were selected for study; they were
judged to be representative of the areas in which they were
located. Two were in the Ridge area; two were in the limestone belt of the Valley area, and the last two were in the
shale belt of the Valley area.
The vegetation of each stand was analyzed, soil properties
were studied, and physical factors of the environment were
measured. The quadrat method was used to obtain data for
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the vegetation analysis. Quadrats which were 1/40 acre (33
feet by 33 feet) were used to sample the trees. Smaller quadrats were used to sample the tree seedlings, shrubs, and herbs.
Frequencies, densities, and basal areas were computed for all
species of trees having one or more members with diameters
at breast height 4.0 inches or greater. The frequencies of
tree seedlings and saplings, shrubs and vines, and herbs were
determined. General descriptions of the canopy, the subcanopy,
the shrub layer, and the ground cover was obtained for each
stand.
The physical data collected were humidity, light intensity,
air and soil temperatures, and soil characteristics. Soil samples
were analyzed for the presence and the comparative amounts
of calcium, magnesium, manganese, phosphorus, potassium, and
nitrate. Hydrogen ion concentration was checked, and soil
water retention was estimated.
The results of the stand surveys indicated that the forests
of the Ridge area were dominated by the oaks with chestnut
oak being the most important species in both Ridge area
stands. The shrubs of this area were almost entirely ericaceous,
and the soils were the most acidic of those tested. The forests
of the Valley area stands were oak-hickory with oaks being
dominant in one limestone belt stand and one shale belt stand;
hickories were more important in the other two stands. The
soils of the Valley area were more fertile, less acid, and had
higher water retention than those of the Ridge area. There
were no major differences apparent when comparing the vegetation of the limestone stands with that of the shale stands.
The following conclusions were derived from this study:
(1) There are two major forest types present in the county
which are evidentally produced by topographical conditions:
(a) The forest occupying the Ridge area is an oak type
dominanted by chestnut oak.
(b) The forest of the Valley area is predominantly oakhickory with either being dominant in different stands.
(2) There are no major differences between the forest
stands of the limestone belt and those of the shale belt of the
Valley area.
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